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Abstract
The purpose of the present PhD thesis is to investigate the properties of innovative nano-
materialswith respect to the conversionof renewable energies to electrical and chemical energy.
The materials have been synthesized and characterized by means of a wide spectrum of mor-
phological, compositional and photophysical techniques, in order to get an insight into the
correlation between the properties of each material and the activity towards different energy
conversion applications. The activity comes within a worthwhile collaboration between the
photochemistry lab of the ”G.Ciamician” department of the university of Bologna and the
CNR-IMMBologna.
Two main topics are addressed: in the first part of the thesis the light harvesting in pyrene
functionalized silicon nanocrystals has been discussed, suggesting an original approach to suc-
cessfully increase the absorption properties of these nanocrystals. The interaction of these
nanocrystals was then studied, in order to give a deeper insight on the charge and energy ex-
traction, preparing the way to implement SiNCs as active material in optoelectronic devices
and photovoltaic cells. In addition to this, the luminescence of SiNCs has been exploited to
increase the efficiency of conventional photovoltaic cells by means of two innovative architec-
tures. Specifically, SiNCs has been used as luminescent downshifting layer in dye sensitized
solar cells, and they were shown to be very promising light emitters in luminescent solar con-
centrators.
The second part of the thesis was concerned on the production of hydrogen by platinum
nanoparticles coupled to either electro-active or photo-active materials. Within this context,
the electrocatalytic activity of platinum nanoparticles supported on exfoliated graphene has
been studied, preparing an high-efficiency catalyst and disclosing the role of the exfoliation
technique towards the catalytic activity. Furthermore, platinum nanoparticles have been syn-
thesized within photoactive dendrimers, providing the first proof of concept of a dendrimer-
based photocatalytic system for the hydrogen production where both sensitizer and catalyst
are anchored to a single scaffold.
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Introduction
Since the industrial revolution, the search for efficient and widely available energy sources has
drivenmost of themankind activities, leading to a dramatic change in our society’s energy use.
Up to the oil crisis of the late 70s, the development of new technology was essentially aimed
to the increasing of the society wellness, considering the energy sources as virtually unlimited.
The last 40 years have turned this concept over thanks to the increasing awareness about how
limited and fragile Earth is. Therefore, in order to (at least) hold the actual standard of living,
part of the industrial and scientific world has turned its attention to the exploitation of renew-
able energy sources, that are nowprovidingmore than 19% of the global energy consumption 1
and are expected to more than double before 2035. 2
Among the renewable energy sources, sunlight is the most easily available and widespread.
The quantity of energy that continuously arrives from the Sun on a clear day, around 1kW
m 2, is far exceeding all human needs in one year. Compared to the conventional energy
sources based on fossil fuels, the conversion of the renewable ones to a suitable shape, such
as electricity or heat, is not trivial. For this reason, a wide activity is taking place in the research
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of new approaches to increase the efficiency in the conversion of the energy provided by wind
or sunlight. The solar energy conversion is typically carried out in two steps: the collection
of solar light by a molecule or a material inducing the formation of a highly energetic excited
state, and the extraction of this energy as electrical power, light emission in a desired spectrum
interval, or as an electrochemically induced reaction.
In this framework, this PhD thesis has been devoted to the investigation of the proper-
ties of innovative nano-materials in the energy conversion. The research project was carried
out through a collaboration between the Chemistry Department ”G.Ciamician” of the Uni-
versity of Bologna, where the synthesis and optical characterization of the nano-materials was
performed, and the electron microscopy group in the CNR-IMM in Bologna.
The thesis is mainly divided in two parts focusing on different aspects of the energy con-
version performed by nano-materials.
The subject of the first part of the thesis will be the conversion of solar energy to electrical
energy by means of a particular class of nanocrystals.
In the first chapter we deal with the first step of the solar energy conversion; indeed the in-
vestigation of the light harvesting of UV-Visible light in semiconductor quantum dots func-
tionalized with photoactive ligands is reported. In particular, the synthesis of luminescent
silicon nanocrystals (SiNCs) functionalized with different pyrene ligands is illustrated and the
photophysical processes between the ligands and the silicon core is investigated.
In the second chapter we discuss the extraction of the energy accumulated in silicon
nanocrystals by means of different photophysical processes. In the first section, a deep
investigation of the intermolecular interaction of SiNCs with carbon allotropes is reported,
studying the occurrence of energy and electron transfer processes both by spectroscopic
and microscopy experiments. In addition to this, this chapter illustrates the work I carried
out in Prof. Rosei’s laboratory (INRS-EMT, Varennes, QC, Canada), where I spent several
months as a visiting student investigating the feasibility of SiNCs as luminescent specie in
un-conventional photovoltaics.
The second part of the thesis is focused on the conversion of energy directly or indirectly
provided by sunlight into chemical energy, by storing it into highly energetic compounds that
can be freely used as combustible, as commonly happens with carbon fuels.
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The third chapter we describes the preparation of an highly efficient electro-catalyst for
the production of hydrogen based on exfoliated graphene and platinum nanoparticles. The
performance of the hybrid material is optimized by exploring different exfoliation techniques
to produce graphene dispersions and the electrochemical activity is carefully evaluated inwater
environment.
Finally, in the last chapter of the thesis, we illustrate the design a photocatalytic system
for the production of hydrogen based on platinum nanoparticles embedded in photoactive
dendrimers. The synthesis of the nanoparticles is followed through an accurate observation
of the system photophysics andmorphology, and the efficiency of the catalytic system is tested
with respect to the hydrogen evolution reaction.
3
4 Chapter 0 Introduction
Science cannot solve the ultimate mystery of nature. And that
is because, in the last analysis, we ourselves are part of nature
and therefore part of the mystery that we are trying to solve.
Max Karl Ernst Ludwig Planck
1
Silicon nanocrystals functionalized with
photoactive molecules
This chapter is devoted to the investigation of a light harvesting system based on Silicon
nanocrystals co-functionalizedwithPyrene derivatives. We report the synthesis of these partic-
ular nanocrystals and the completemorphological, structural and optical characterization. We
also report the effect of the distance between the chromophore (pyrene) and the Si nanocrys-
tal core on the energy transfer efficiency, in order to get a full insight of the light harvesting
mechanism.
1.1 Silicon nanocrystals: from the beginning
Silicon is the 14th element of the periodic table, but the very 1st one that comes to our mind
when talking about the semiconductor industry. Thanks to the wide availability (only oxygen
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is more abundant on earth) and the peculiar electronic properties, silicon has become ubiq-
uitous in many applications from microelectronics, to solar cells and optoelectronics. The
reasons for the popularity of silicon are mainly due to the electronic structure that leads to the
peculiar optical and electrical properties.
Consistent to all the other semiconductors, silicon is also subject to a strong variation of
these properties with size as long as the material dimension is reduced to the nano-scale. First,
surface is playing a key role in such small structures due to the very high surface/volume ratio,
which can affect bothphysical and chemical properties. This effect is important both inmetals,
as we will see in Chapter 3 and 4, and in semiconductors, where the presence of surface trap
states induce the need to embed clusters in a passivating medium. 3
The second size-dependent effect is mostly related to the core size and it is called quantum
confinement effect, which typical size treshold is relatively large for semiconductors, compared
tometals, insulators, ormolecular crystals. This can be explained by considering the schematic
diagram of energy-density of states (DOS) shown in Figure 1.1.4 Usually, for any material, the
states (or bands when having a continuum of states) are centered about atomic energy levels
and the width of the states distribution is affected by the nearest-neighbour interactions. If
these interactions are small, as in the case of insulators or Van der Walls crystals, the bands
in the solids are narrow and the size variation is not appreciable even at very tiny size. In the
Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of the density of states in metal and semiconductor clusters.
Reprinted with permission from 4
othermaterials, when reducing the size of thematerial, the overall density of states is decreasing
leading to the quantization of the lowestDOS energies. Metals are characterized by a superpo-
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sition of the valence and the conduction band producing a single band. In absence of external
potential the Fermi energy lies at the centre of the band and the lowest DOS energies corre-
spond to the edge of the band. Therefore, despite the strong neighbour interaction, the core
properties are not influenced until clusters of few atoms. On the opposite, in semiconductors
the Fermi energy level lies between valence and conduction band and the optical and electrical
transitions are dominated by band edges. Therefore, small variation of the DOS in this region
are leading to a wide variety of size-dependent properties, with different behaviours observed
for different semiconductors.
Being size-dependent, the quantum confinement effect is also related to the shape of the
produced structure. As the size of a material is shrinked on one or more dimensions to the
nano-scale, the 3D structure can be reduced to 2D nanosheets, which are now having a rebirth
after the discovery of graphene and graphene-like 2D materials 5, 6 1D nanorods 7 or even 0D
nanoparticles called QuantumDots (QDs) in the case of semiconductors.4
The first paper looking for an explanation of the size dependent properties of what at that
time was called small semiconductor crystallites has been published in 1983 by Louis Brus. 8
Since then, quantum dots have been protagonist of an astonishing number of patents and
papers (more than 140000 until 2015, ThomsonReuters ISIWeb of Knowledge). Their appli-
cations range is spacing from solar cells 9 10 to light emission 11 12 and luminescent biosensors 13. 14
Since their discovery, QDs of almost every semiconductor have been prepared and their
properties investigated; for instance II-VI group (e.g. CdX, X=Se, S, Te),III-V group (e.g.
InP, InAs, GaAs), and IV-VI group (e.g. PbX, X = Se, S) 15 are the most studied binary alloys
due to the interesting optical and electrical properties.
Despite the effort to implement these materials in everyday applications, those alloys are
based on heavy and relatively rare elements. Moreover, in the case of lead or cadmium based
QDs, the biocompatibility and the disposal of the exhausted material seems to be issues im-
possible to overcome. 16 For this reason, the interest in less toxic and more widely available
elements as silicon and germanium has enormously increased in the QDs community, after
the discovery of the luminescence of porous Silicon. 17 Notably, Silicon nanocrystals (SiNCs)
are now outstanding thanks to the possibility to tune the surface functionality with covalent
ligands, exploiting the well-known silicon chemistry, 18 and the unique optical properties, 19
introduced in the next section.
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1.1.1 Optical properties
The size-dependent photophysics of Si nanostructures, and in particular SiNCs, is still un-
der debate. The role of the surface chemistry is often superimposing to the quantum confine-
ment effect in these nanocrystals due to the high sensitivity to oxydation or species dissolved in
solution. As we will discuss in the next section, there are several synthetic approaches to pro-
duce SiNCs, and the optical properties are often incongrous. Nevertheless, the best results in
terms of size-dependent photophysics are emerging for the SiNCs synthesized by high temper-
ature processes, 19 which is also the technique employed by us in this dissertation. Therefore.
the properties of this particular kind of SiNCs will be discussed in this section.
Figure 1.2: Silicon band structure scheme representing the typical phonon assisted transition from
the conduction to the valence band.
The optical properties of a semiconductor are often explained by referring to the band
structure diagram, where the energy of electronic levels is plotted as a function of the crys-
tal wavevector k. Figure 1.2 shows the typical band structure of Si, that is characterized by a
maximum of the valence band at k=0, and a minimum of conduction band located at k 6=0
with an energy differenceEt about 1.1 eV, This is the typical band structure of an indirect band
gap semiconductor, where any electronic transition is spontaneously followed by a phonon
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relaxation.
The band gap of intrinsic Si can be tuned by decreasing the size from the bulk material to
nanostructures with a typical size lower than 12 nm due to the quantum confinement effect.
Both the absorption (Fig. 1.3 a) and the photoluminescence band (Fig. 1.3 b) can be shifted by
tuning the size of the material, following the effective mass approximation. 20
Figure 1.3: SiNCs band gap dependence on the size of the nanocrystals measured by a) absorption
and b) emission spectra. Reprinted with permission from. 21
Not only the energy of the states involved in the optical transition is affected by the quan-
tum confinement effect, but also the relative efficiency of the excited state decay paths is size-
related. The radiative and non-radiative constants can be extracted from two main optical
properties of the nanomaterial, the photoluminescence lifetime and the quantum efficiency,
which formula in absence of photoinduced chemical reaction is described in eqn. 1.1 .
τ = 1knr + kr
ηIQE =
kr
kr + knr
(1.1)
Typically, the experimentally observed SiNCs lifetimes are ranging from few μs to several
ms, increasing with the size of the nanocrystal, 22 but those values are giving no information
about the ratio between relative radiative and non-radiative constants. Anyway, the radiative
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constant (or better its inverse, called the radiative lifetime τr) has been simulated to be depen-
dent on the size of the nanocrystal with both ab initio and linear combination of bulk bands
for silicon nanocrystals. 21 This trend can be explained by considering the relation proposed
by Califano et al. 3 for semiconductor quantum dots, consistent to what happens to electronic
transition in molecules. The τr for the transition from the excitonic state Ψi to the ground
state is obtained by a standard time-dependent perturbation theory as described by equation
1.2:
1
τr;i
=
4nF2αω3i
3c2
M22 (1.2)
Where α is the fine structure constant, n is the refractive index of the surrounding medium,
F is the screening factor, ωi is the frequency of the emitted photon, c is the speed of light, and
Mi is the transition dipole moment. By considering Boltzmann occupation of higher-energy
excitonic levels, it is possible to calculate a thermally averaged radiative lifetime hτrias follows.
1
hτri =
P
i 1=τri exp β(ΔEi)
exp β(ΔEi) (1.3)
It should be noted that the radiative lifetime is reduced exponentially as the energy of the tran-
sition ΔEi, in this case corresponding to the band gap Eg, is increased; therefore by decreasing
the nanocrystal size the excitonic radiative constant is expected to increase, turning the indi-
rect bandgap bulk material into efficient light emitter. This analysis is not taking into account
the effect of the non-radiative constant on the luminescence lifetime, therefore this value can-
not be directly compared to the experimentally measured photoluminescence lifetime, even
though the trend observed is similar, as shown by figure 1.4 b). Further information about the
ratio between knr and kr can be obtained by evaluating the internal quantum efficiency (ηIQE).
Unfortunately this value cannot be experimentally measured, but only derived from the pho-
toluminescence quantumyield (QYorϕ), defined as the ratio of emitted to absorbedphotons.
For alkyl passivated SiNCs, the QY has been observed to be increasing from less than 5%, as
observed for 1.0nm SiNCs, tomore than 45% for bigger nanocrystals, as shown in figure 1.4 a).
Two explanations have been proposed for this behaviour: Mastronardi et al. 22 assume that the
QY value are the internal quantum efficiency are directly correlated, and so to the kr and knr
value can be extracted from the QY value with no further treatment. They explain the varia-
tion of QYwith the strong influence of the non-radiative rate knr for the smaller nanocrystals,
prevailing on the radiative component and reducing both lifetime and quantum yield.
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Figure 1.4: Size-dependent photoluminescence properties of size-selected Allylbenzene passivated
SiNCs. A) Absolute quantum yield plotted against fraction number, corresponding to decreasing size
of SiNCs and b) Photoluminescence lifetime vs emissionwavelength, correlated to the increasing size
of the nanocrystals, as evident from picture 1.3. Reprinted with permission from. 22
On the contrary, a second hypothesis by Sangghaleh 23 is taking into account that the real
world produced SiNCs are always an ensemble of nanocrystals with different size and optical
properties and, as a consequence, theQY is averaging all the behaviours in the SiNCs assembly,
following this relation:
ϕ = Σ
Nbright
1 δi IQEi
Nbright +Ndark
(1.4)
Where δ is the so-called blinking duty cycle (fraction of time inON-state),Nbright andNdark are
the number of bright and darkNCs, respectively. To understand this, we first have to consider
which are the mechanism responsible for the non radiative channels; these mechanism can be
classified:
• fast non-radiative transitions, like Auger process with a decay time of few nanosec-
onds 24 due to dangling bonds, defects, etc., which make nanocrystals dark;
• nonradiative channels with the decay rate similar to the radiative one which conse-
quently affects IQE;
• slownonradiative transitions (e.g., blinkingwith characteriztic times of seconds or even
minutes).
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Equation 1.4 is taking into account all of these mechanism. While the long blinking effect are
taken into account by the blinking duty cycle, the presence of fast decays as Auger recombina-
tion or carrier multiplication 25 are completely quenching the luminescence of theNCs, result-
ing in a distribution of ON and OFF nanocrystals as described by the equation denominator.
The remaining non-radiative decays are the one affecting not only the QY, but also the ηIQE,
because the decay rate is similar to the radiative recombination one. Following this hypothesis,
the alkyl passivated SiNCs have been demonstrated to exhibit 100% ηIQE in a full emission en-
ergy range, without showing anyμs non-radiative decay and, therefore, being characterized by
superior intrinsic photoluminescence properties. As a consequence the contributionof the knr
to both the photoluminescence lifetime and the quantum yield has to be neglected. This hy-
pothesis is also consistent to what was both calculated and experimentally observed for oxide
embedded SiNCs, proving the ηIQE relation with surface chemistry. For these nanocrystals the
quantum efficiency is almost unitary for NCs with a diameter bigger than 4-5 nm and a lumi-
nescence maximum wavelength higher than 900 nm, but it starts decreasing upon decreasing
the size of the nanocrystals due to the rising of μs non-radiative decays. 26
Finally, the whole treatment of quantum efficiency and lifetimes has been demonstrated
to be greatly influenced by the presence of heteroatoms on the surface of SiNCs, as for ex-
ample nitrogen impurities 27 or diols, 28 turning the red/near IR luminescent SiNCs with μs
range charachteristic lifetimes into blue emitting SiNCs with fast luminescence lifetimes of
few nanoseconds.
This should prove once again the complexity of the photophysics of this system and the
utmost importance of the material’s synthesis, in order to better understand and optimize the
application of this material into optoelectronic devices.
1.1.2 Silicon nanocrystals syntesis
Many synthetic paths were developed to produce Si nanocrystals. The most important
ones are gathered together in the scheme displayed by Fig. 1.5, where two main steps are evi-
dent: the nanocrystals nucleation and the preparation of the final material in solid or liquid
phase. The first step can be approached in both a bottom-up and a top-down approach, pro-
ducing nanocrystals with different quality, synthetic efficiency and processability.
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Figure 1.5: Scheme describing the synthetic paths, adapted fromDonhalova et al. 29
The first methods to be developed were based on the SiNCs growth in solid matrices, di-
rectly arising from the silicon industry. Superior quality samples with good control over the
size and density, andwith high quality of the passivating thermal oxide can be prepared by ion
implantation of silica, plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition 30 (PE-CVD) and molec-
ular beam deposition (MBE). The most used technique involves the thermal annealing of sub
stoichiometric Silicon oxide (SiOx, x<2) producing high quality SiNCs but in a very small
amount. All these techniques suffer from the constraint of the silica matrix, which limits the
already weak size tunability of emission and the charge extraction, fundamental to electronics
and photovoltaic application.
The preparation of a colloidal dispersion of nanocrystals is required for many application,
thanks to the ease of handling and higher flexiblity compared to the solid matrix. The first
and very straightforward approaches to produce liquid phase dispersions of SiNCs were based
on the mechanical crushing, 31 laser ablation or electrochemical etching 32 of a Si wafer, fol-
lowed by the HF etching of the native oxide matrix to produce a liquid based suspension of
H-terminated Si nanocrystals. This method suffers from a very poor control of size and prop-
erties of the material produced, but it can be a viable alternative to produce high amounts of
low cost (and quality) SINCs. A much higher control can be reached with some bottom-up
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techniques as laser pyrolysis, 33 but also plasma synthesis is able to produce extremely high qual-
ity material with a very promising scalability, despite a slightly complex experimental setup. 30
Several solution phase synthesis were also developed, among which the most interesting
ones are nowadays based on either using the inverse micelle technique (the so-called Tilley’s
method), 34 the preparation from supercritical fluids, 35 thermal processing of organosilicon
compounds 36 or electrochemical reduction of SiCl4. 37 Most of these techniques lead to SiNCs
with bright emission in the blue-green region of the visible spectrum with short fluorescence
lifetimes in the range of ns, arising from the different amount of surface defects compared to
the material produced by the ”physical” methods. Moreover, the control over the size and the
luminescence properties achieved with those methods is still not sufficient compared to the
one obtained for the direct band-gap semiconductors QDs prepared with similar techniques.
An hybrid method based on the high temperature annealing (1000-1400C) of a solid sil-
icon rich/silicon oxide precursor and subsequent HF etching of the Silicon oxide matrix has
also been developed, in order to join the high size control given by the thermal process with
the flexibility of the free-standingnanocrystal. The siliconprecursor canbe either commercialy
available, as in the case of the hydrogen-silsesquioxane 38 (HSQ or FOX-16 Dow-Corning®),
or prepared by the sol-gel polymerisation of an alkoxy or halide Silicon precursor. 39
1.1.3 SiNCs functionalization
The synthetic methods discussed in the previous section are often producing hydride
terminated SiNCs dispersions, whose properties are far away from the ones discussed in the
introduction. Indeed, despite the highest surface coverage and the negligible influence of the
H atoms on the Si core properties, these nanocrystals show extremely poor colloidal stability
and the Si-Hbond is strongly unstable against oxidation.40TheSi-Obond, in its turn, is stable
and can be further functionalized to provide solubility to the nanocrystals, but this is resulting
in a poor size-dependent spectral tunability41 and a decreasing of the radiative decay rate.42
Si-H bonds are also very reactive to carbon derivatives, forming Si-C bonds that are very
stable against photo-oxidation. Awide database of carbon coupling reactiononSilicon surface
has been inherited from bulk Silicon and Porous silicon chemistry experience.
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The addition of Carbon based molecule to a Si-H bond can occur by the hydrosilylation
reaction, usually taking place in presence of an unsaturated carbon derivative by providing
an external energy input to the reaction mixture. The very simplest way to initiate the reac-
tion is by thermally activating the Si-H bond, homolitically cleaving away the hydrogen group
and providing a very reactive surface silyl radical that is able to efficiently react with terminal
alkenes or alkynes. This reaction is often carried out in pure ligand solution under inert at-
mosphere or in gas phase, achieving a surface coverage degree as high as 58% in case of Acety-
lene/Phenylacetylene subsequent exposures, close to the teoretically predicted maximum of
60% for Si (1,1,1).43
Taking into account the radical nature of thehydrosilylationmechanism, it is not surprising
that the unsaturated ligand undergoes oligomerization at the typical reaction temperatures,44
leading to a thick insulating carbonaceous layer that is both responsible for the optimal photo-
physical and stability properties, but also presents a challenge for any application in optoelec-
tronic devices. In addition to the low control on the shell thickness, thermal hydrosilylation
has also some further limitations, such as the need for high temperature stable ligands and
passivating agents, usually long terminal alkenes as 1-dodecene or 1-dodecyne, and high boil-
ing point solvents.
A very interesting alternative to thermal activation can be the photochemically induced
hydrosilylation, enabling room temperature reaction upon irradiating the sample with near-
UV45 or far UV light.46 Also this reaction suffers from intolerance to several chemical func-
tionality, in particular in case of light absorbing ligands.
Room temperature hydrosilylation was also achieved via borane catalyzed passivation of
the SiNCs with different legth alkylic chains.47 Therefore, a pure chemical approach can also
be promising, by using either a coupling catalyst such as a Platinum complex,48 or a radical
initiator. While transition metal complex are known to influence the photophysics of the
SiNCs due to the difficult removal from the reaction batch, radical initiators are usually or-
ganic molecules that can be more easily separated. The first attempt has been reported by
Hölein et al. in 2014 by using diazonium salts as initiator.49 This synthesis has been shown to
be adaptable to various functional groups as alkenes, alkynes, methyl methacrylate or even a
chlorodimethyl-(vinyl)silane suitable to post-functionalization reaction. 50
Mixed ligands monolayers can be produced by exploiting the ability of organolithium
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species to react with Si-Si bond, 51 producing a partial coverage of the SiNC surface that
can be followed by a radical initiated hydrosilylation. The hydride terminated SiNCs
Figure 1.6: a) Schemedescribing typical routes for halogenation and alkylation of hydride terminated
SiNCs. b) Photoluminescence spectra of alkyl passivated SiNCs derived from (A) chloride, (B) iodide,
and (C) bromide surface. Reprinted with permission from. 52
also spontaneously undergo several halogenation reactions using different approaches to
get either chlorinated, 53 brominated 54 or iodined terminated nanocrystals (figure 1.6).
Despite the strong interest in the activation of the Si-H bond through alkylation, the
photoluminescence properties and the morphology are dramatically affected by the presence
of these electron-donating groups, 52 therefore the direct hydrosilylation reaction is still
representing the only route to tune the surface of the nanocrystals preserving the peculiar
optical properties of the Si core.
In addition to the synthetic path exploited for the functionalization of the SiNC, another
extremely relevant factor to the properties of the nanocrystal lies in the nature of the ligand
functionality. The coating molecule in the first place represents the surface of the nanocrys-
tal, therefore all the surface properties as solubility, aggregation and chemical interaction are
basically depending on the functional groups exposed by the ligands. Several attempts were
made for instance to functionalize the surface of SiNCs with carboxylic group 55, 56 amine 57 58
or diol-terminated 28 alkylic chains, in order to increase the solubility in highly polar solvents
as alcohols or water. Further effort was made to add more complex functionalities as PEG
chains 59 60 or DNA strands 61 to increase the stability in biological environment and address
the interaction with specific cells for bioimaging purposes.
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Few more complex ligands were studied for SiNCs, mainly due to the intrinsic limitations
given by the experimental conditions of the hydrosilylation reaction and already described in
this section. Anyway, the implementation of organic-inorganic hybrid interface with func-
tional cappingmolecules can be crucial for the application of these kind of nanocrystals in op-
toelectronic devices 62 or solar cells. 63 For instance, several conjugated organic groups as pheny-
lacetylene 64 or 4-ethynyl-N,N-bis(4-methoxyphenyl)aniline65 were coupled to SiNCs surface
to tune the bandgap without affecting the core structure and increase the charge transport
from the core to the surface.
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1.2 SiNCs synthesis and passivation: experimental techniques
Despite thewide range of techniques for SiNCs synthesis andpassivation, their performances
are strongly affected by the experimental setup devised in each individual laboratory. Here we
report few experimental procedures we developed and adapted from the techniques already
described in the previous section.
1.2.1 SiNCs nucleation in non-stoichiometric oxide
Recently, among all the approaches described in the previous section, the thermal annealing
of silicon-rich oxide precursor is becoming themost used technique to prepare SiNCs because
of the high reproducibility, the narrow size distribution and the relatively simple procedure. 38
The first step of this synthesis is producing freestanding SiNCs with hydride terminated sur-
face that can be functionalized with carbon-based molecules by conventional organic chem-
istry reactions, described in the next sections. In our laboratory the hydride terminated SiNCs
are prepared thermal disproportionation of commercially available Hydrogen Silsesquioxane
(HSQ). In a typical synthesis 40 mL of Dow-Corning FOX-16® HSQ dissolved in a methyl-
isobutyl-ketone/toluene mixture are dried under vacuum for 24 h until a glassy white powder
is obtained. The powder is collected and transferred onto a quartz boat. The sample is then
put in a tube furnace and heated under forming gas (93%N2=7%H2) following the tempera-
ture ramps shown in Fig. 1.7. It should be noted that two annealing temperature ramps are
performed, with 1100C and 1200CmaximumT, producing SiNCs with respectively3 and
5 nm of nominal diameter (deeper morphological characterization will follow in the next
chapter). Once cooled down, the brownish powder is manually grinded on a mortar, then it
is transferred in a glass vial and 20-30 glass beads are added to the powder. Later the powder is
milled in a homemade homogenizer for 8-12 h in order to obtain fine and homogenous grain
size. This powder is basically a SiO2 matrix inside which the SiNCs are already embedded.
The SiNC=SiO2 composite is etched with 48%HF and 37.5%HCl (10:1 v/v) in the dark for
4-6 hours and then centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 5min. The clear surnatant is removed and the
precipitate is rinsed with  15ml of deionised water, then the centrifugation step is repeated
and the precipitate washed twice with ethanol (15 ml in polypropilene centrifuge tube then
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Figure 1.7: Thermal annealing ramp at 1100C (red) and 1200C (black). Thewhole annealing is per-
formed underN2=H2atmosphere with 93%/7% ratio and an overall ﬂux equal to 3 standard liter
per minute.
transferred in glass centrifuge tube with 8 ml of ethanol), then twice with 8 ml of chloroform
in order to quench the residual HF. After removing the chloroform surnatant as much as pos-
sible, taking care not to lose the nanocrystals precipitate, the hydride terminated nanocrystals
can be functionalized with one of the techniques described henceforward.
1.2.2 SiNCs passivation
Thermal Passivation
The thermal passivation technique of silicon surface has been directly inherited by the
conventional silicon chemistry. The kinetically metastable Si-H bond can be homolitically
cleaved by providing external energy, producing an highly reactive silyl radical. Unsaturated
alkenes or alkynes are known to reactwith this radicalwith a small activationbarrier toproduce
a β-silyl radical with a covalent Si-C bond. 66 The reaction is propagated until an hydrogen is
abstracted from some other species in solution, as explained in figure 1.8.
Experimentally, after the etching the silicon oxidematrix, 3-4mLof 1-dodecene (or different
ligands if needed) are added to the brownish precipitate of hydride terminated SiNCs; then the
turbid dispersion is transferred in a three-neck flask and put through three freeze-pump-thaw
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Figure 1.8: Schematic representation of the homolytic cleavage of Si-H bond and consequent radical
activated hydrosilylation process.
cycles. Finally the dispersion is heated to 170C under N2 flow for 12 hours, by controlling
the solution temperature with a thermocouple. Over time, the dispersion becomes optically
clear, indicating that passivation of Si nanocrystals occurred. To purify the nanocrystals, the
solution is transferred to glass vial and an anti-solvent is added, usually 30-40 ml of acetone or
ethanol, until the solution becomes again turbid. The nanocrystals can be therefore separated
by the excess ligand (dodecene for the simple passivation) by using centrifugation or filtration
of the dispersion, depending on the solubility of the ligand. In the case of filtration, the SiNCs
dispersion is simply passed through a 0.20μmPTFE syringe filter with large radius, then 10ml
of anti-solvent are passed through the filter to remove the ligand residuals and finally the same
procedure is repeated with 1-2 mL of Toluene to redisperse the topping layer of nanocrystals
stuck in the PTFE filter. The centrifugation technique is also based on the precipitation of the
un-soluble nanocrystals: the solvent/antisolvent mixture is transferred in a glass centrifuge
tube and spinned at 8000 rpm for 6 min, the surnatant is carefully removed and the same
amount of anti-solvent is added. The process is repeated until no hint of residual ligand is
observed by absorption or fluorescence spectra. Finally, the anti-solvent residuals are removed
by vacuum pumping and redispersing the nanocrystals in spectroscopic toluene.
With the thermal passivationmethodology, SiNCs are produced in a good amount and the
PL quantum yield is usually around 15% for the 3 nm sized SiNCs and 45% for the 5 nm ones.
The principal ligand should be 1-dodecene or analogue liquid and high boiling point alkene to
ensure the complete passivation of SiNCs surface.
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Light induced passivation
As previously discussed, the hydrosilylation reaction can also be initiated by deep or
near-UV irradiation in inert atmosphere. Despite the first example of UV-initiated hydrosi-
lylation of a silicon surface (bulk silicon) is dating back to 2000,67 the reaction mechanism
is still strongly under discussion, especially when dealing with porous silicon or nanocrystals.
A plurality of mechanism has been proposed, 68 such as photoinduced homolytic cleavage of
the Si-H bond (analogue to the thermal reaction), exciton-driven hydrosilylation or photoe-
mission induced coupling. The energy of the radiation is also influencing the mechanism of
the reaction and the kinetics, for instance wavelengths below 380 nm has been found to in-
duce hydrosilylation of Si(111)-H surface within few minutes through a radical mechanism,
whereas higher wavelengths require up to 24h to obtain similar results because the hydrosily-
lation mechanism has been attributed to the exciton-mediated addition of the alkene.69 The
same behaviour was observed for SiNCs45,46 even if the kinetics are different due to the dif-
ferent optical properties, as discussed in the previous section.
TheUV induced functionalization is a valid alternative to thermal functionalization wher-
ever the ligand or some ligand functionalities are not stable at high temperature. For instance,
bifunctional alkenes or alkynes are not trivial to couple to Si surface because of the competition
between the reactivity of the unsaturated bond and the second functional group with respect
to Si-H, which is often hard to predict at high temperatures. In order to mantain the second
functionality intact, UV hydrosilylation could be used to selectively activate the Si-H bond
without addressing any other group in the reaction environment. 70 UV hydrosilylation has
also revealed to be useful for the functionalization of SiNCs with styrene or phenylacetylene,
which is often impossible with the thermal method due to the proneness of these molecules
to spontaneously polymerize and precipitate from solution.45
Our procedure for the UV initiated functionalization of SiNCs with, for instance, do-
decene, was developed as follows:
A large excess of ligand (e.g. 2-3 mL of dodecene) is added to the brownish precipitate of
hydride terminated SiNCs. The dispersion is rapidly sonicated and transferred in a modified
quartz cuvette provided with vacuum manifold compatible stopcock and a PTFE valve. The
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Figure 1.9: a) Absorption and b) photoluminescence spectra of SiNCs during UV-initiated hydrosily-
lationwith 1-dodecene. c) trend observed for the absorbance atλ=600nm; d) trend observed for the
maximum of the SiNCs photoluminescence band (λmax, black line)and the integral of the same band
(red line).
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solution is then irradiated under agitation with a UV source, in this case a 15W low pressure
Hg lamp characterized by a sharp peak atλem = 254nm. Due to the particular setup, the trend
of the synthesis can be followed by absorption and fluorescence specra. Figure 1.9 a) shows the
absorption spectra of the dispersion registered after every 10 minutes of irradiation up to 100
min. At the beginning of the irradiation the spectrum (black) is characterized by a flat band
slightly increasing in the UV region and an high value of absorbance in the whole spectrum,
related to the bad dispersion of the H terminated SiNCs. Upon irradiatiion, a new band was
observed to rise in the UV region, related to the band-gap of SiNCs, while the baseline slowly
decrease to values close to 0, as showed in figure 1.9 c) by plotting the Absorbance value at 600
nm vs time of irradiation. It should be noted that the absorbance stabilizes after60minutes,
highlighting the complete solubility of SiNCs after this amount of time. Fluorescence spectra
cannot be directly used as a fingerprint of the variation of the brightness of the nanocrystals,
because the scattering of the initial solution prevents any quantitative analysis, but they can
still give some information about the rate of functionalization. Figure 1.9 b) displays the lu-
minescence spectra of SiNCs during the UV irradiation (λ50% = 400nm); even if the photo-
physics of SiNCs will be thoroughly discussed in the next section so for the moment the band
shape and nature is not of interest, but we still can exctract some values to understand how
the reaction is proceeding. Indeed, by plotting the maximum photoluminescence intensity
(λmax) and the integral of the photoluminescence band against time, we can obtain a graph
like the one reported in figure 1.9 d). It might be noted that both λmax and the PL integral
reach a plateau after30-40 minutes, but the PL intensity starts to decrease after 60 minutes
to lower values. By comparing the results obtained by the absorption spectra, we can asses that
the functionalization is complete after 60 min. but after that time the luminescence starts
decreasing probably due to the photobleaching of SiNCs.
With this technique it is possible to prepare SiNCs with PL quantum yield values equiv-
alent to the ones observed for the thermal passivation. In addition, ligands as styrene can be
effectively coupled to SiNCs minimizing the spontaneous polymerization of the otherwise
thermally reactive monomer. To do so, the irradiation is carried out with a spectrofluorimeter
equippedwith an high power Xe lamp (Jobin-IvonHoriba Fluoromax), setting the excitation
monochromator wavelength to 350 nm (slits = 10 nm). In this case, the typical reaction time
with the styrene ligand is about 16h. The PL QY for this sample stands at the same values
observed for the dodecene functionalized SiNCs.
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Diazonium salt activation
The chemical activation of the Si-H bond by a radical initiator has been recently
demonstrated to be a viable alternative to prepare functionalized SiNCs at room temperature.
Among the proposed techniques, the diazonium salt activation revealed to be the most
reliable methodology and the low temperature and relatively fast reaction allowed to
prepare SiNCs with several functional groups on the surface. 50 In particular, by coupling a
chlorodimethyl(vinyl)silane on the surface of SiNCs it is possible to post-functionalize the
nanocrystal through the hydrolysis of the chloride with a silanol, following this technique:
Figure 1.10: Schematic representation of the synthetic path to post-functionalize
chlorodimethyl(vinyl)silane passivated SiNCs produced by 4-decyl diazonium salt initiated
hydrosilylation.
The brownish precipitate of hydride terminated SiNCs is collected after the centrifugation
and brought into a Glovebox. 1.2 mL of previously deoxygenated toluene are added and
the solution is stirred to disperse the nanocrystals. To the turbid solution, 0.2 mL of
chlorodimethyl(vinyl)silane and 1 mg of 4-decyl diazonium salt are added and left stirring
overnight. After few minutes the solution is already turned to transparent. The vial
containing the solution is then removed from the glovebox and the solution is dried under
vacuum to remove the excess chlorodimethyl(vinyl)silane. 1 mL of fresh toluene is then
added to redisperse the nanocrystals, then 122 mg of dodecyldimethylsilanol and 2 mg are
added. The solution is left under agitation for 24 h in inert atmosphere, then the SiNCs are
cleaned by conventional centrifugation or filtration procedure.
The ligand for the post-functionalization, in this case dodecyldimethylsilanol, can be vir-
tually replaced with any silanol, opening the way to a wide variety of different ligands with
functional groups sensible to the thermal or photochemical technique.
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1.3 Light harvesting effect in pyrene functionalized SiNCs
One of the main disadvantage of SiNCs, compared to direct band gap QDs or organic fluo-
rophores, is the low molar absorption coefficient, limiting the application in optoelectronic
devices. On the other hand, SiNCs are showing very promising characteriztics, such as highly
size-dependent tunable luminescence, long emission lifetimes and photoluminescence quan-
tum yield as high as 45%. All of these properties, as already discussed in the previous section,
are depending on the quantum confinement effect related to the silicon core; therefore the
only way to tune the optical and electrical properties without harming the core properties is
to focus on the organic ligand.
In particular, in this section we report the light harvesting in SiNCs covalently functional-
ized with photoactive molecules absorbing in the near UV region, i.e. pyrene derivatives. We
also investigated the role of the linking alkylic chain on the energy transfer efficiency and the
effect of the silicon core size on the light harvesting.
1.3.1 Synthesis of the pyrene-based ligands
Two pyrene derivatives were prepared by coupling a pyrene moiety with an unsatu-
rated alkylic chain. The two pyrene derivatives are only differing by the length of the alikylic
chain acting as a bridge between the pyrene moiety and the terminal vinyl bond needed for
the hydrosilylation reaction. In particular a short chain ligand, the 1-(allyloxymethyl)pyrene
((C3)Py), and a long chain one, 1-((undec-10-enyloxy)methyl)pyrene ( (C11)Py ), were synthe-
sized as follows.
1-(allyloxymethyl)pyrene and 1-((undec-10-enyloxy)methyl)pyrene synthesis. Sodium hy-
dride (0.124 g, 5.16 mmol, 1.2 eq) was added to a mixture of 1-pyrenemethanol (1.00 g, 4.30
mmol, 1eq), propargyl bromide (0.645 g, 5.33mmol, 1.24 eq) inCH3CN(25mL) at 70Cto syn-
thesise 1-(allyloxymethyl)pyrene. For the preparation of 1-((undec-10-enyloxy)methyl)pyrene
the propargyl bromide has been replaced with 11-bromide-1-undecene (1.504 g, 6.45 mmol, 1.5
eq). The reaction mixture was stirred vigorously for 48 h at 80C. After the completion of
the reaction, three drops of H2O were added to the reaction mixture to quench the reaction.
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The mixture was extracted into chloroform(3 x 5 mL). The chloroform layer was dried over
MgSO4 and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure to give the crude product. The
resulting residue was purified by silica column chromatography (Hexane/ EtOAc 8:2), to give
the product as a yellow solid ( (C3)Py yield = 66%, (C11)Py yield = 80%).
Detailed NMR characterization has been reported in Appendix C.
1.3.2 SiNCs synthesis
The silicon nanocrystals were synthesized following the thermal passivation described
in the previous section. Namely, the etched nanocrystalswere dispersed in 5mLof a previously
freeze-pumpeddispersion of the desired ligandmixture in amolar ratiowith dodecene ranging
between 0.028 (1:12) and 0.083 (1:36). After the thermal step the solutionswere thoroughly pu-
rifiedwith several centrifugation cycles, removing the surnatant containing the free ligand and
washing the precipitatewith acetone until no trace of free ligandwas observed. For each SiNCs
size ( 3 nm or 5 nm) we prepared a pyrene functionalized batch of SiNCs, henceforward
called SiNC(C3)Py for the 1-(allyloxymethyl)pyrene functionalised SiNCs, and SiNC(C11)Py
for the 1-((undec-10-enyloxy)methyl)pyrene functionalised ones. In parallel a control sample
waspreparedbypassivating thenanocrystals onlywith 1-dodecene (SiNC), in order to carefully
compare the properties of the functionalized SiNCs with the ones of the silicon core with no
photoactive ligand in our experimental conditions.
The final SiNC, SiNC(C3)Py, SiNC(C11)Py samples were dispersed in toluene at a concen-
tration of 3-5 mg/mL until further characterization. The overall synthetic path is summarized
in Figure 1.11.
1.3.3 Structural, morphological and optical characterization
As already mentioned, the photophysical properties of SiNCs are depending on mainly
three features:
• Size of the silicon core.
• Crystal structure.
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Figure 1.11: Schematic representaition of the synthesis of SiNC(C3)Py and SiNC(C11)Py
• Surface chemistry.
The size ditribution of the nanocrystals has been extracted from the HR-TEM and STEM
characterization of the nanocrystals solutions. Details on the electron microscopy characteri-
zation are shown in Appendix B.
Figure 1.12 a) and b) show the typical TEM micrographs of SiNC(C3)Py batches prepared
respectively at 1100C and 1200C. The size distribution obtained from these images is dis-
played in Figure 1.12 c) and d) and the average diameter was calculated to be respectively equal
to 2.6 nm and 5.0 nm.
No significant variation of the size distribution was observed for the SiNC(C3)Py sample,
where the average size assessed at 2.9 0.7 nm for the 1100C SiNCs and 5.3 2.0 nm for the
1200Cones. The STEMmicrographs shown inFigure 1.13 are also proving the quasi-spherical
shape of the nanocrystals resulting from the lack of a preferential growth of the Si lattice on a
given axis. Due to the negligible variation in size between the prepared samples, henceforward
we will refer refer to these nanocrystal batches as 3 and 5 nm SiNCs.
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Figure 1.12: a and b) TEMmicrographs of SiNC(C3)Py prepared at 1100 and 1200 and c and d) rel-
ative size distribution histograms.
Figure 1.13: a and b) STEM micrographs of SiNC(C11)Py prepared at 1100 and 1200 and relative
size distribution histograms in the inset.
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X-ray diffraction of these nanocrystals is characteriztic of diamond cubic Si (PDF027  
1402; a = b = c = 5:43088 Å 71); as evident in Fig. 1.14 a) the broadening of the diffraction
peak is proportional to the size of the crystal domain, here corresponding to the size of the
nanocrystal itself. Also the SAED pattern shown in Figure 1.14 b), taken on the SiNC(C11)Py 5
nm sample, shows broadened diffraction rings representing the same crystal lattice described
by the XRD analysis.
Figure 1.14: a) XRD spectra (λ=0.154 nm) of 3 and 5 nm diameter SiNC(C11)Py; b) SAED pattern ob-
served on a 5 nm SiNC(C11)Py assembly.
Finally, as regards the surface chemistry, this had been studied by FT-IR and X-ray Pho-
toelectron Spectroscopy. The FT-IR spectrum of SiNC (Figure 1.15 a) shows the typical fea-
tures of ν(C H) stretching at 3000-2850 cm 1 and δ(C H) bending at 1500-1350 cm 1; while a
certain degree of oxidation is highlighted by the strong ν(Si O) stretching at 1024 cm 1. For
SiNC(C11)Py, the covalent attachment of the ligand to the surface is confirmed by the presence
of aromatic ν(C H) stretching at 3100-2890 cm 1, the ν(C=C) stretching at 1640 cm 1, and the
δ(C H) bending at 1480 and 940-800 cm 1. There is no evidence of ν(Si H) (ca. 2100 cm 1),
consistent with effective functionalization.
The XPS spectra in figure 1.15 b), performed both on 3 nm and 5 nm SiNC(C11)Py shows
the presence of the typical Si03=2 and Si01=2 at 99.6 and 99.8 eV, corresponding to the bulk Si
core of the nanocrystal, together with a broad peak at 101.9 eV corresponding to the superficial
Si-C bond. Small evidence of Si-O peak at 103.7 eV is visible for both sizes of nanocrystals,
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but it seems to be negligible compared to the Si-C and Si-Si ones. The different intensity ratio
between these peaks in 3 and 5 nm SiNC(C11)Py is related to the different surface/volume ratio
for the two batches.
Figure 1.15: a) Comparison betweeen FT-IR spectrum of of 3 nm diameter SiNC(C11)Py and SiNC; b)
XPS spectra of Si0 signal registered for 3 nm and 5 nm SiNC(C11)Py samples.
Finally, the photophysics of the prepared samples was evaluated in toluene solution. The
first samples to be analysed were the reference 3 nm and 5 nm SiNCs. Figure 1.16 is shownig
the absorption spectra of 3 nm and 5 nm samples as a continuous line. It can be noticed that
no peak is observed, but an unstructured band is increasing in the UV region with a scattering
like behaviour, proving the indirect band gap nature of the nanocrystals. The y-axis is repre-
senting themolar absorption coefficient ε, that was obtained by dividing the absorbance value
at each λwith the concentration of the SiNCs solution, following the Lambert-beer equation
A = ε b [SiNCs] with an optical path equal to 1 cm. The concentration of the sample has
been calculated by dividing the Absorbance at λabs = 400nm with the corresponding molar
absorption coefficient previously reported byHessel at al., 20 equal to ε400 = 5 x 104M 1cm 1
for the 3 nm sample and ε400 = 5:3 x 105M 1cm 1 for the 5 nm one.
The dashed lines in the same graph represents the emission spectrum taken on the same
two samples. The emission band is unstructured and it is characterized by a Gaussian-like
shape with a maximum of intensity at about λem = 660 nm for the 3 nm SiNCs and λem =
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Figure 1.16: Molar absorption coefﬁcient (continuous line) and normalised emission spectra (dashed
line,λexc = 420nm) of 3 and 5 nm SiNCs toluene solutions at RT.
1000 nm for the 5 nm SiNCs. The photoluminescence quantum yield was measured with a
relative method described in Appendix A, giving a quite different value for the two samples;
3 nm SiNCs are indeed characterized by a ϕPL = 0:16 whereas the 5 nm are showing a much
higher ϕPL = 0:45. As described in the first section of this chapter, the size-dependent ϕPL
is a commonly observed property for alkyl-passivated SiNCs and it is mainly attributed to the
higher concentration of surface defects in small Si clusters. Due to time constraints, the ϕPL
for the 3 nm values were obtainedwith no correction for the detector response, so the absolute
value is not completely reliable, even if it is still useful for a comparative purpose between
samples. Amore correct and complete evaluation of theϕPL with the absolute methodwill be
discussed in the last section of Chapter 2.
The luminescence lifetimes are also following the behaviour already described in section
1.1 for the radiative lifetime dependence on the size of silicon nanocrystals, which value was
simulated to be decreasing upon increasing the size of the nanocrystal due to an increasing
radiative recombination rate. The luminescence lifetimes observed for SiNCs samples were
observed to be strongly depending on the choice of λem chosen for the acquisition and on
the precise size distribution of the sample, therefore a quantitative comparison is not straight-
forward between different batches of nanocrystals. Nevertheless, by choosing fixed emission
slits and centering the acquisition on the maximum of the Gaussian-like emission band the
lifetime observed for the 3 nm SiNCs was equal to 70 μs while for the 5 nm SiNCs a bigger
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τPL = 150 μs was registered. The absence of short-lived fluorescent states confirmed the good
degree of functionalization and the absence of luminescent surface defects. 72
Moving to the pyrene functionalized SiNCs, we performed the same photophysical char-
acterization to understand the new features of the hybridmaterial and if the typical properties
of the silicon core were preserved after the functionalization. Figure 1.17 is showing the typ-
ical absorption and emission spectra of 3 nm and 5 nm sized SiNC(C11)Py. The addition of
the pyrene moiety has given rise to a new structured band with two peak maxima at λabs =
330nm and 345 nm, related to the pyrene unity. Please notice that, for comparison purposes,
the molar absorption coefficient of 3 nm has beenmultiplied by a 10x factor, in order to better
appreciate the shape of the aforementioned band. From the comparison with the absorption
spectrum of the free pyrene ligand (green continuous line), it is clear that, once coupled to the
SiNC surface, the pyrene absorption band is broadened, therefore an interaction between the
pyrene moiety and the silicon core is occurring.
Figure 1.17: Molar absorption coefﬁcient (black and red continuous line) and normalised emission
spectra (black and reddashed line,λexc = 420nm) of 3 and5nmSiNC(C11)Py toluene solutions atRT.
1-((undec-10-enyloxy)methyl)pyrene absorption was added for comparison (green continuous line).
The emission spectra, registered in the same conditions used for the SiNCs samples, show
similar gaussian-like emission bands, with a maximum intensity centered at about 690 nm for
the 3 nm SiNC(C11)Py and about 1000 nm for the 5 nm SiNC(C11)Py. It must be noted that,
if exciting the sample at λabs = 345 nm, where the pyrene ligand absorbs, a slight band cen-
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tered at λem = 400 nm arises, corresponding to pyrene fluorescence. The photoluminescence
quantum yield, taking into account the Si core emission, is not significantly affected by the
functionalization, respectively ϕ3nmPL = 0:13 for 3 nm SiNC(C11)Py and ϕ3nmPL = 0:42 for 5
nm SiNC(C11)Py.
Also the luminescence lifetimes for the SiNC(C11)Py samples is not strongly differing from
the one observed for the control SiNCs.
As we will see in the next section, this is not true for the emission of the pyrene moiety,
which is strongly affected by the energy transfer processes (ET) towards the silicon core. The
first evidence for the ET occurring occurred during the evaluation of the fluorescence lifetime
of the pyrene moiety once coupled to the silicon surface. Indeed, as shown by figure 1.18, the
fluorescence lifetimeof the pyreneunity (λexc = 345 nm,λem =400nm)moved fromamono-
exponential value equal to τPL = 18 ns to a multiexponential decay, the fitting of which is not
possiblewith a sufficient degree of accuracy. Nevertheless, the best fittingwas obtained by con-
sidering a bi-exponential function with characteriztic lifetimes τ1PL = 2.0 ns and τ2PL = 11.0
ns. These values are differing from the free pyrene lifetime, consistent to an efficient quench-
ing of the pyrene emission. Nevertheless, the multiple lifetimemight be a clue that the pyrene
moieties are experiencing different conditions, probably due to the vibrational and rotational
movements of the alkylic chain or a different degree of functionalization influencing the in-
termolecular interactions.
Figure1.18: Photoluminescence lifetimeof SiNC(C11)Py compared to the free ligand (C11)Py in toluene
solution at RT (λexc = 345 nm,λem = 400 nm).
Similar behaviourwas observed for SiNC(C3)Py samples, but in order not to be redundant,
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Table 1.1: Optical properties of SiNC, SiNC(C11)Py and SiNC(C3)Py.
Sample Diameter (nm) λexc (nm) λPL (nm) ϕPL τPL (ns)
Pyrene ligand
C11Py 345 400 0.06 18
C3Py 345 400 0.06 18
SiNCs 3 nm
SiNC 3 420 635 0.16 70 x 103
SiNC(C11)Py 3 345 400 0.006 2.0, 11
3 420 700 0.13 90 x 103
SiNC(C3)Py 3 345 400 0.005 0.2, 5
3 420 690 0.11 95 x 103
SiNCs 5 nm
SiNC 5 420 970 0.45 150 x 103
SiNC(C11)Py 5 345 400 0.006 3.2, 12
5 420 940 0.42 160 x 103
SiNC(C3)Py 5 345 400 0.005 0.2, 5
5 420 970 0.40 190 x 103
these datas can be found in Table 1.1, where all the previously discussed datas are collected.
1.3.4 Energy transfer efficiency evaluation
As just suggested in the previous section, the first evidence of ET was observed by com-
paring the fluorescence lifetimes of the pyrene moiety with the one of a free pyrene ligand.
Both SiNC(C11)Py and SiNC(C3)Py show a decrease of the fluorescence lifetime of the pho-
toactive molecule due to the introduction of a new non-radiative decay path while the ligands
are coupled to the surface of the nanocrystal. The magnitude of the quenching efficiency is
hard to extract from the lifetimes variation because there are two distinct lifetimes observed
in both SiNC(C11)Py and SiNC(C3)Py ( Table 1.1 ), which probably correspond to different
degrees of interaction with the silicon core. In any case, the absence of a τPL = 18.0 ns in the
functionalised samples proves the absence of free pyrene solution after the samples purifica-
tion procedure.
The evaluation of the energy transfer efficiency was therefore carried out preparing two
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solutions of SiNC(C11)Py and SiNC, opticallymatching at λabs =400nm, respectively red and
blue spectra in Fig 1.19 a) (3 nm samples) and Fig 1.19 c) (5 nm samples). The concentration of
nanocrystals was calculated by dividing the absorbance value for the already described molar
absorption coefficient. A certain amount of free ligand (C11)Py was added to SiNCs until the
solutions were characterized by the same absorbance at 345 nm, in order to precisely compare
the photophysics of the functionalized system and the untied one in the same exact condition
of solvent, concentration and amount of light absorbed by each component.
This comparison is also useful to understand how many units of photoactive ligands are
effectively conjugated to the SiNCs. Indeed, the molar absorption coefficient of the pyrene
derivative is ε345nm = 4.4 x 104 M 1 cm 1, so by subtracting to the overall absorption of the
mixed SiNC + (C11)Py (called henceforward SiNCmix) the contribution of SiNC, and divid-
ing the absorbance at λabs = 345 nm for the (C11)Py ε345nm, we are also able to get the con-
centration of the pyrene ligand. The ratio between the ligand concentration and the SiNC
concentration in the mixed solution can be considered as consistent to the number of ligands
for nanocrystal in SiNC(C11)Py samples, because no variation on themolar absorption of both
the nanocrystals and the ligand are expected after the covalent functionalisation.
Therefore, the number of (C11)Py units for nanocrystals in SiNC(C11)Py was estimated to
be 3.5 for the 3 nm sample and about 50 for the 5 nm one. This is consistent with the difference
of surface are between the smaller and the bigger nanocrystals, which should allow a more
efficient funcionalization reaction.
The energy transfer efficiency can be evaluated by considering either the efficiency of the
photoluminescence quenching of the donor specie ηq, in our case the pyrene moiety, or the
increment of the acceptor photoluminescence, i.e. the Si core, defined as the sensitization ef-
ficiency ηs. If these two values are equivalent, the only intermolecular non-radiative process
occurring is an energy transfer, because the energy subtracted to the photoluminescence of the
donor, corresponding to ηq, is completely transferred to the excited state of the acceptor, with
no further decay path other than the radiative one.
In our system, the quenching efficiency is calculated by comparing the integral of the emis-
sion intensity of SiNC(C11)Py sample (red line fig. 1.19 b and d) exciting at λabs = 345 nm, with
the one obtained for the SiNCmix sample (green line fig. 1.19 b and d) in the same wavelength
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Figure 1.19: Absorption of 3 nmdiameter a) and c) 5 nmdiameter SiNCs (blue line), SiNC(C11)Py (solid
red line) and amixture of SiNCs and (C11)Py (green dashed line) in the proper ratio to obtained and op-
ticallymatched solutions atλexc =345nmwith respect to SiNC(C11)Py samples. Photoluminescence
spectra of b) 3 and (d) 5 nm diameter SiNC(C11)Py (solid red line, λexc = 345 nm; dashed red line,
λexc = 400 nm) and the opticallymatched solutions of free (C11)Pymixedwith SiNCs in the appropri-
ate ratio (green dashed lines, λexc = 345 nm) in air-equilibrated toluene. To obtain the PL spectra in
b) andd), the twosamplesof SiNC(C11)Pyphotoexcitedat345and400nmareopticallymatchedat the
excitation wavelength to enable direct comparison of the emission intensity of the SiNCs when light
absorption is dominated by the pyrene moieties or the nanocrystals. In d), the y-axis on the left cor-
responds to the pyrene-related emission, and the y-axis on the right corresponds to the SiNC-related
emission.
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Table 1.2: Number of ligands per SiNCandEnergy transfer efﬁciency for SiNC(C11)Py and SiNC(C3)Py.
Sample Size (nm) Number of Py unit per SiNC ηq ηs
SiNCs 3 nm
SiNC(C11)Py 3 3.5 90 70
SiNC(C3)Py 3 6 >95% >95%
SiNCs 5 nm
SiNC(C11)Py 5 50 90 30
SiNC(C3)Py 5 60 >90% 65
interval. The quenching efficiency is defined as follows:
ηq = 1 
ISiNC(C11)Py
ISiNCmix
(1.5)
The sensitization efficiency, conversely, is calculated by comparing the Si core luminescence
in SiNC(C11)Py samplewith the one of SiNCmix sample always exciting at λabs = 345 nm, cor-
responding to the 0% of sensitization (I0). This value has to be normalised on the 100% of the-
oretical efficiency, that ismeasured by preparing a third solution of concentrated SiNC(C11)Py,
which absorbance value at λabs = 400 nm (where only SiNCs absorb) matches the one of the
diluted SiNC(C11)Py sample at λabs = 345 nm. The luminescence of this solution exciting at
λexc = 400 nm is called I100 (dashed red line fig. 1.19 b and d) and it is put in relation with the
sensitization efficiency with this equation:
ηs =
ISiNC(C11)Py   I100
I100   I0 (1.6)
The same analysis was performed on SiNC(C3)Py samples, obtaining the set of spectra dis-
played in Figure 1.20.
The results about the calculated number of pyrene units, the quenching efficiency and the
sensitization efficiency for both SiNC(C11)Py andSiNC(C3)Py samples are summarized in table
1.2:
What is immediately apparent from this table, is the difference in sensitization efficiency be-
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Figure 1.20: Absorbance spectra of a) 3 nm and c) 5 nm diameter SiNCs (blue), SiNC(C3)Py (red line),
and (C3)Py (black dotted line) in air-equilibrated toluene at RT. Photoluminescence spectra of b) 3 and
(d) 5 nm diameter SiNC(C3)Py (solid red line, λexc = 345 nm; dashed red line, λexc = 378 nm) and
optically matched solutions of free Pymixed with SiNCs in the appropriate ratio (green lines, λexc =
345 nm) in air-equilibrated toluene. To obtain the PL spectra in b) and d), the two samples of SiNC-Py
photoexcited at 345 and 378 nm are optically matched at the excitation wavelength to enable direct
comparison of the emission intensity of the SiNCs when light absorption is dominated by the pyrene
moieties or the nanocrystals. In b) and d), the y-axis on the left corresponds to the pyrene-related
emission, and the y-axis on the right corresponds to the SiNC-related emission.
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tween SiNC(C11)Py and SiNC(C3)Py samples. Indeed, the ηs is decreasing from the overn 95%
value for the SiNC(C3)Py 3 nm to the 70% of the SiNC(C11)Py 3 nm. The same behaviour is
observed for the 5 nm samples, where the ηs is already lower for the SiNC(C3)Py 5 nm with
respect to the 3 nm sample shifting from 95% to 65%, but this value is further decreasing
when compared with the SiNC(C11)Py 5 nm, which ηs is about 30%. On the opposite, the
ηq value is almost unitary for almost every pyrene functionalized sample, independently nei-
ther from the length of the alkylic tether, nor from the size of the nanocrystal. While for the
3 nm SiNC(C3)Py samples this value is consistent with the ηs, meaning that the only quench-
ing process occurring is the energy transfer to the Si core, the 3 nm SiNC(C11)Py is showing a
strong difference between ηq and ηs, revealing that a further non-radiative process must take
place. This process has found to be related to the formation of pyrene excimers, which are pre-
vented in the case of the shorter bridge since the pyrene chromophores are embedded in the
dodecyl chains. The formation of pyrene excimer deactivates the fluorescent excited state of
pyrene, yielding a competitive pathway with respect to energy transfer to the silicon core. The
formation of pyrene excimers is proved by the rising of the typical 73 broad and unstructured
band centered at 480 nm, as shown in figure 1.21. Tethers that are long enough for the pyrene
Figure1.21: Normalizedemission spectraof of thepyrene ligand inSiNC(C3)Py sample (red line, emis-
sion slits = 3 nm) and SiNC(C11)Py sample (emission slits = 3 nm, black line; emission slits = 5 nm, green
line) in toluene solution at room temperature. λexc = 345nm.
to extend beyond the capping ligand layer into the surrounding solution enable association
with molecules and substrates in the surroundings. This is a major issue if we are interested in
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the behaviour of these nanocrystals in presence of interacting species in solution, which will
be part of the subject of the next chapter.
1.3.5 Conclusions
From this analysis two conclusions are outstanding: First, the sensitization efficiency is
affected by the size of the nanocrystal, with an average decrease of 35% by increasing the size of
the silicon core from 3 nm to 5 nm. This could be induced by several factors, which we cannot
distinguish in this study, such as the different surface morphology, the presence of defects or
a different surface coverage degree that is allowing more or less freedom to ligand motion. It
must be noted, anyway, that the lower energy transfer efficiency for the 5nm SiNCs is com-
pensated by the higher number of pyrene unity per nanocrystal, resulting in higher overall
amount of energy absorbed and transferred to the SiNC. This is alsomeaning an increasing of
the brightness of the nanocrystals, defined in this case as the product between the molar ab-
sorption coefficient, the photoluminescence quantum yield and the sensitization efficiency.
The second inference we can draw is related to the length of the alkylic chain acting as a
spacer between the Si core and thepyrenemoiety. Thedecreasing ηs upon increasing the length
of an alkylic chain has been assessed both for the 3 nm and the 5 nm nanocrystals, proving
that the pyrene moiety is effectively coupled to the nanocrystal and it is possible to tune the
interaction altering the distance between donor and acceptor.
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”When someone seeks,” said Siddhartha, ”then it easily happens
that his eyes see only the thing that he seeks, and he is able to
ﬁnd nothing, to take in nothing because he always thinks only
about the thing he is seeking, because he has one goal, because
he is obsessed with his goal. Seeking means: having a goal. But
ﬁnding means: being free, being open, having no goal.”
Herman Hesse, Siddhartha
2
Energy and electron extraction from silicon
nanocrystals: towards the application in
solar cells
Up to now, the most efficient way to convert the energy provided by sunlight to electrical
power is to exploit the photovoltaic effect in semiconductors. This effect involves the absorp-
tion of a photon by a semiconductor with a proper band gap, the subsequent formation of
an electron-hole couple called exciton, and the splitting of the charges in opposite directions
thanks to an electric field. Also in this field, silicon is the main character, due to the relatively
low band gap and the high electron mobility, especially when doped with n-type or p-type
impurities. The single crystal silicon based photovoltaics is still almostmonopolizing the pho-
tovoltaics market, but alternative technologies are emerging due to higher efficiency, lower
price and higher tunability. From a less technical point of view, the birth of cheap and less
fragile photovoltaic cells is of the utmost importance to meet the always increasing need of
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clean energy, in particular in emerging countries or the least developed ones. 74
As proved in the first chapter, nanomaterials as quantum dots and nanocrystals have
emerged as efficient light harvesting materials, in particular because of the stability of these
system and the possibility to tailor the optical properties by controlling the morphology.
In addition, the conversion efficiency of quantum dots based solar cells can overcome the
traditional limit of 32% calculated by Shockley and Queisser for p-n junction Si solar cells. 75
The QD-based solar cells are summarized by Kamat 10 in three canonical architectures:
metal-semiconductor or Schottky junction photovoltaic cell, (ii) polymer/semiconductor
nanostructured solar cell, and (iii) quantum dots sensitized solar cell. The extraction of
the photo-generated electron-hole pair in QDs and nanocrystals is the key step in all these
devices, therefore a deep investigation of the intermolecular processes towards electron
acceptors or donors is mandatory to optimize the performance of QD-based solar cells.
In this framework this chapter will be devoted to exploring different ways to exploit the
energy collected by SiNCs through light harvesting.
In a first part of the chapterwe report a series of studieswe carried out on the intermolecular
interaction of SiNCswith a particularly interesting class ofmaterials such as carbon allotropes.
The competition between electron transfer and energy transfer processes in the photophysi-
cal interaction will deeply investigated both by solution phase spectroscopy and different mi-
croscopy techniques.
By contrast, the second section of the chapter is focused on the exploitation of SiNCs lu-
minescence in new generation photovoltaic devices. Indeed, the feasibility of two different
photovoltaics architectures based on SiNCs will be discussed and the role of the nanocrystals
will be investigated, showing extremely promising preliminary results.
2.1 Interaction with carbon allotropes
Thecharge extraction is probably themain bottleneck ofmost the quantumdots based
solar cells. From Silicon technology, it is well known 76 that the presence of crystal domains
edges is strongly limiting the efficiency of the cell because the electronmobility at the interface
between domains is not high enough to overcome the charge recombination rate within the
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single crystal domain. This issue becomes certainly greater when dealing with quantum dots,
whose typical grain size is just a few nanometers. The capture of charge carriers at the surface
of each quantum dot becomes then the key step in the enhancement of the solar cell efficiency.
An interesting strategy to ensure a good transport of the photogenerated carriers consists in
coupling quantum dots with carbon allotropes. This particular class of materials provides a
wide library of optical, electronic and electrical properties, ranging from the electron accep-
tor characteristics of C60 fullerene, to the semiconductor nature of some single wall carbon
nanotubes, or to the metal like behaviour of multi-wall carbon nanotube and graphene.
The capture of quantum dots photogenerated carriers by electron acceptors or donors
should result in the quenching of the luminescence of the quantumdots and the decreasing of
the photoluminescence lifetime. The ratio between the photoluminescence lifetime in pres-
ence/absence of the electron acceptor is therefore exploited to extract the rate of the electron
transfer process from the sensitizingQD to the TiO2 layer inQD sensitized solar cells, follow-
ing this equation:
ket = 1=τQD=TiO2   1=τQD (2.1)
This equation is not true when dealing with species able to quench the luminescence by
means of different photophysical processes. For instance, the quenching of QD luminescence
with fullerene derivatives, which is widely exploited in organic solar cells, cannot be directly
related to the electron transfer kinetics because fullerene is characterized by a low energy triplet
state that can interact with the sensitizer and induce an energy transfer process. Therefore it is
mandatory to carefully study the photophysical interaction between each materials pair step
by step, in order to obtain a deeper insight into the interaction mechanism.
In this section we report the investigation of the photophysical interaction between car-
bon allotropes and silicon nanocrystals, which has never been investigated before. The inves-
tigation has been performed on pyrene functionalized SiNCs, in particular SiNC(C11)Py. The
choice of this batch of nanocrystals is due to possibility to enhance the interactionwith carbon
allotropes thanks to the pyrenemoiety. Indeed, it is well-known that pyrene interacts strongly
with carbon allotropes like carbon nanotubes and graphene byπ π stacking 77. 78 The obser-
vation of the pyrene excimer formation described inChapter 1 for the long-tether SiNC(C11)Py
units indicates that the Py is exposed significantly to the surroundings. This means that the
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tether is long enough to allow the Py units to extend away from the dodecene passivation layer
into the solution, providing the possibility for Py interactions with other molecules and sur-
faces in the surrounding environment. This is not the case when the Py units are buried in
the ligand passivation layer, as it happens for SiNC(C3)Py samples, where no sign of excimer
formation was observed.
Therefore, in order to study this photophysical interaction, we carried out a series of exper-
iments exposing 3 nm SiNC(C11)Py to C60, carbon nanotubes, and graphene.
2.1.1 C60 Fullerene
Buckminster Fullerene (C60) was added to a dispersion of 3 nm SiNC(C11)Py in
air-equilibrated toluene. The absorption spectra in figure 2.1 are the mere superposition of
the spectra of SiNC(C11)Py and of C60, showing no evidence of ground-state interaction,
otherwise resulting in the variation of the pyrene band or the formation of a new band. 79
Figure 2.1: Spectrophotometric titration of 3 nm diameter SiNC(C11)Py dispersed in air-equilibrated
toluene (solid black line) withC60 (up to 7￿10 6 M)
Figure 2.2 a) shows the emission spectrum of SiNC(C11)Py in presence of an increasing con-
centration ofC60. Photoexcitation at 345 nm induces predominantly pyrene light absorption,
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but due to energy transfer, the PL spectrum is dominated by the Si nanocrystals band at 700
nm. The addition ofC60 to SiNC(C11)Py is inducing a quenching of the luminescence of both
the pyrene fluorescence, centered at 400 nm, and the Si core luminescence.
Figure 2.2: a) PL spectra of 3 nmSiNC(C11)Py (λex =345nm) upon addition of an increasing amount of
a 2x10 3Msolution ofC60 in dichloromethane. b) Stern-Volmer plot reporting the lifetimes of the Si
core emission at 700 nm of SiNC(C11)Py upon increasing the concentration ofC60 (λex = 345 nm).
Not only the PL intensity of the Si core was found to be decreasing upon increasing the
concentration of C60, but also the PL lifetime. Figure 2.2 b) shows the dependence of the PL
lifetime of SiNC(C11)Py on C60 (λex = 345 nm, λex = 700 nm). The PL lifetime value τ has
been divided for the lifetime of SiNC(C11)Py before the addition ofC60 τ0. The inverse of this
ration has been plotted in order to fit the linear trend with the Stern-Volmer equation defined
as follows:
τ0=τ = 1+ kqτ0 [C60] (2.2)
This linear trend follows the one observed for the photoluminescence intensity for the Si
core, therefore suggesting a dynamic quenching process resulting from the diffusive encounter
of SiNC(C11)Py and C60, with no interaction in the ground state, in agreement with the spec-
trophotometric titration.
From the Stern-Volmer equation (eqn. 2.2), the quenching constant kq can be evaluated:
kq = 5.4 x 109 M 1s 1, as reported in the inset of figure 2.2 b). This value is very high and close
to the diffusion limit, therefore the quenching process is characterized by high efficiency.
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In order to understand the mechanism behind this quenching, we tried to evaluate the
occurrence of a photoinduced electron transfer between SiNC(C11)Py and C60. The C 60 80 is
characterized by a fingerprint absorption band in the NIR region, centered at 1080 nm. The
transient absorption spectra in the NIR region have been registered with the experimental
setup described in Appendix A, in order to observe the rising of this band, but no signal for
C 60 was detected. It is worth noticing that the silicon nanocrystals have a transient absorption
spectrum extending to the NIR, so we cannot completely exclude the formation of a small
amount of C 60 under our experimental conditions.
We then investigated the occurrence of an Energy Transfer process, which is theoretically
possible due to the presence of a low energy triplet state of C60 partially overlapping with the
emission band of SiNC(C11)Py. The sensitization of this C60 triplet excited state (3C60) has
been studied by registering its transient absorption spectrum exciting the silicon nanocrystals.
Unfortunately, the transient absorption spectrum of 3C60 is characterized by a maximum at
730 nm 81, 82 which was found to be superimposed to the transient spectrum derived from the
silicon nanocrystals, as evident by figure 2.3 a).
Figure 2.3: a) Transient absorption spectra of 3 nm SiNC(C11)Py in degassed toluene in the absence
(red line) and in the presence ofC60 1.5 x 10 5 M (black solid line) compared to a degassed toluene
solution of C60 (again 1.5 x 10 5 M, green line) upon excitation at 532 nm. b) Normalized transient
absorption decays at 735nmof SiNC(C11)Py in the absence (red line) and in the presence ofC60 (black
line) compared toC60 alone (green line). The emission intensity decay at 645nmof SiNC(C11)Py in the
presence ofC60 (black dashed line) is displayed for comparison purposes.
In order to circumvent the experimental limitation, we decided to probe the population of
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sensitized 3C60 by using an indirect method based on the evaluation of the sensitized emission
from the lowest-energy singlet excited state of dioxigen 1O2, naturally dissolved in solution.
Indeed, it is known that 3C60 sensitizes with unitary efficiency the population of 1O2, 83 which,
in its turn, radiatively deactivates with a PL maximum at 1270 nm. To do so, first of all we
registered the spectrum in the NIR interval between 1220 and 1320 nm of the SiNC(C11)Py
sample in air-equilibrated toluene, observing no evidence of the typical 1O2 emission band.
This means that SiNC(C11)Py, as well as SiNC, does not sensitize 1O2 emission, in agreement
with the lack of sensitivity to dioxygen of the emission quantum yields of the silicon nanocrys-
tals that we observed during our experiments. Then we measured the PL signal in the same
spectral interval generated by SiNC(C11)Py in presence of C60 (1.5 x 10 5 M) exciting at 420
nm, where light is selectively absorbed by the nanocrystals. This spectrum has been compared
with the one registered for a C60 solution in toluene upon excitation at 330 nm for an opti-
cally matched solution at the excitationwavelength. The spectra have been normalized for the
different emission intensity of the light source at different wavelength and the tail of the PL
spectra of silicon nanocrystals has been subtracted in the sample containining SiNC(C11)Py.
The resulting spectra, reported in figure 2.4, allowed us to calculate a sensitization efficiency
for the energy transfer process from SiNC(C11)Py to 3C60 equal to 40%. This value has to be
comparedwith the quenching efficiency observed for the same solutions, whichwas calculated
to be around 85%. This difference between quenching efficiency and sensitization efficiency
is telling us that the energy transfer process is co-exhisting with a further bimolecular process,
most probably an electron transfer.
2.1.2 Single Wall Carbon Nanotubes
The quenching experiments were performed also with single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs). In order to increase the solubility of the SWCNTs in apolar solvents we used a
batch of SWCNTs functionalized with trimethyl(phenylethynyl)silane group, provided to us
byProf. Davide Bonifazi (CardiffUniversity), which should not interferewith the intermolec-
ular interactions due to the poor reactivity and photochemistry. Upon addition of SWCNTs
to a sample of 3 nmSiNC(C11)Py in air-equilibrated toluene, both the emission intensity of the
silicon core at 700 nm and the one of the pyrene ligand at 400 nmdecrease, as shown by figure
2.5 a). Please notice that the spectra have been corrected for the light absorbed and scattered
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Figure 2.4: c) PL spectra of 1O2 registered upon excitation at 420 nm of SiNC(C11)Py upon addition
ofC60 (1.5 x 10 5 M, solid line), compared to that ofC60 (1.5 x 10 5 M, dotted line) in toluene upon
excitation at 330 nm for optically matched solutions at the excitation wavelength. For comparison
purposes, the tail of the PL spectra of silicon nanocrystals has been subtracted. ￿
by the SWCNT at the excitation wavelength, in order to obtain comparable spectra. As it was
done with the quenching experiment with C60, the relative variation of the PL intensity has
been plotted against the concentration of SWCNT in the SiNC(C11)Py solution. Figure 2.5 b)
shows the PL intensities variation of the pyrene ligand (390 nm), the pyrene excimer (470 nm)
and the silicon core (700 nm), together with PL lifetime related to the Si core emission, which
is not changing during the titration. This result is in line with a static quenching, 73 resulting
from the ground state association of SiNC(C11)Py and SWCNTs thanks to π  π stacking, as
previously reported for pyrene and CNTs. 84
In addition to this, it is worth noticing that the addition of SWCNTs causes quenching
also of the pyrene emission, but the slope of the linear trend is differing from the one of the
PL intensity related to the Si core, as well as from the one related to the variation of the pyrene
excimer fluorescence. This result is indicative of an interaction of the pyrene unit with the
carbon nanotube, creating a competitive path to the excimer formation. In particular, the
excimer emission band at 470 nm is quenched with the same slope as the silicon nanocrystal
emission, while the pyrene monomer emission band at 390 nm is quenched to a lower degree.
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Figure 2.5: a) PL spectra of SiNC(C11)Py (λex = 345 nm) upon addition of an increasing amount of a
40 μg/mL solution of SWCNT in dichloromethane. b) Ratio of PL intensities at 390 nm (red circles),
470 nm (green circles), and 700 nm (black triangles), as well as silicon nanocrystals lifetimes (empty
squares) in the absence (I0, τ0) and presence (I, τ) of increasing amounts of SWCNTs.
This experimental finding is consistent with the fact that two opposite mechanisms are active:
the pyrene emission is quenched by an interaction with the carbon nanotube, but it is revived
by the suppression of the excimer formation. Further confirmation of the ground-state in-
teraction is provided by TEM analysis of the adduct formed by SWCNTs and SiNC(C11)Py.
Few drops of the sample containing SWCNTs and SiNC(C11)Py after the quenching titration
has been deposited on a Quantifoil R 2/1 carbon-film coated copper grid. The corresponding
TEM and STEM-HAADF micrographs (appendix B for the instrumental details) shown in
figure 2.6 highlight that the nanocrystals are preferentially located on the SWCNTs rather than
on the supporting carbon film, proving the good interaction between the two components.
2.1.3 Graphene
The investigation of the photophysical interaction between SiNC(C11)Py and graphene
was not tested in solution phase, due to the lack of compatibility between the solubility of
SiNC(C11)Py and graphene. In particular, SiNC(C11)Py have been shown to be soluble in
highly apolar solvents, such as toluene, whereas the typical solvents used for the preparation
of graphene dispersions are polar or slightly polar, as it will be described in Chapter 3. This
resulted in the precipitation of either the nanocrystals or the dispersed graphene in any sol-
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Figure 2.6: a) TEMmicrograph and b) STEM-HAADFmicrograph of SWCNTs coated by SiNC(C11)Py.
vent mixture. Therefore, we studied the solid-state interaction with a graphene membrane
prepared by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) with the following technique, adapted by
Ortolani et al.: 85
Graphenewas growth onCopper foil (99.98%pure, 25 μmthick, Sigma-Aldrich) andCH4
was used as feedstock in reducing atmosphere. After being cleaned with acetic acid, the foil
was insterted in the CVD furnace and annealed under hydorgen flow at 1000C, then the
copper foil was exposed to a methane/hydrogen mixture for 1h, in order to completely cover
the foil with the carbon film. Transfer onto other substrates was achieved by spin coating
PMMA on graphene surface and mechanically removing the graphene membrane growth on
the back of the copper foil. The copper layerwas then etched by dipping it in aHNO3 solution
(33%wt in deionized water) and the resulting graphene/PMMA membrane was transferred
onto the desired substrate after washing it several times with deionized water. PMMA was
removed by dipping the sample in cold acetone, followed by hot acetone and isopropanol
to complete remove any residual of PMMA. The thickness of the graphene produced was
between 1-4 layers.
In order to study how the nanocrystals are arranging on the surface of graphene, we de-
posited a CVD graphenemembrane onQuantifoil R2/1 carbon film coated copper grids. The
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Figure 2.7: Low-magniﬁcation TEM micrographs of 3 nm a) and 5 nm b) SiNC(C11)Py deposited on a
CVD graphene coated TEM grid. c, d) High-magniﬁcation HR-TEM images of respectively 3 nm and 5
nm nanocrystals supported on graphene, showing the Si(1,1,1) lattice fringes at 0.31 nm.
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grids have beendipped for 1h either in a 3 nmor 5 nmSiNC(C11)Py, then they have beenwashed
with acetone to remove the solvent residuals and dried under vacuum. The nanocrystals (fig-
ure 2.7) form a uniformly dispersed monolayer of nanoparticles, without the formation of
thick aggregates both for the 3 nm and the 5 nm sized nanocrystals. The very low thickness of
the graphene film, between one and three layers, allowed us to obtain a deeper insight into the
crystalline structure of the nanoparticles, by enhancing the contrast for a light element such as
silicon, as previously reported by Panthani et al. 86
To test the photophysical interaction, a 2 cm2 CVD graphene membrane has been de-
posited on a 2x3 cm quartz slide, covering the central part of the slide. The slide has been
dipped in a 3 nm SiNC(C11)Py solution and washed with acetone as described before for the
TEM grid, then the nanocrystals were mechanically removed by the back of the slide. A con-
trol experiment depositing 5 nm SiNC(C11)Py on a Si/SiO2 wafer with the same technique was
performed, in order to check that the concentration of nanocrystals was comparable between
the area covered by the graphenemembrane and the residual SiO2 substrate. The choice of the
Si/SiO2 substrate instead of a quartz onewas induced by the need of a conductive substrate for
the SEM characterization (figure 2.8, appendix B for the instrumental details), but we could
assume that the deposition of the nanocrystals was comparable on the two SiO2 surfaces.
Figure 2.8: a) schematic representation of the graphene covered quartz slide and the deposited
nanocrystals. SEMmicrographs of the SiNCs deposited onto the graphene coated area of the Si/SiO2
wafer b), with a visible graphenewrinkle, and c) outside the graphene area, on the pristine SiO2 layer.
The nanocrystals are forming a continuous and equally distributed layer (darker areas). Scale bar
equal to 50 nm.
ThePLof the SiNCs deposited on the graphene coated quartz slidewasmeasured on a con-
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ventional spectrofluorimeter with a 45 setup, covering the edge of the quartz slide to remove
the PL signal due to the waveguided luminescence. The comparison between the PL spec-
trum exciting the graphene covered area and the quartz area are reported in figure 2.9 a. The
emission intensity on the graphene covered area is strongly lower than the one observed on
the quartz surface. The luminescence lifetimes registered on quartz and graphene are similar,
as expected for a static quenching.
Figure 2.9: a) PL spectra of the 3 nm SiNC(C11)Py deposited on the CVD graphene coated quartz slide
exciting either on graphene surface or on the quartz area. b) Wide-ﬁeld luminescence microscope
image of SiNC(C11)Py (3 nm diameter) deposited on quartz and graphene- coated quartz. The image
shows the graphene ﬁlm edge. In the low inset it is reported the emission intensity proﬁle registered
bywide-ﬁeld luminescencemicroscopy along the white line in panel b).
We then measured the microscopic variation of the PL signal at the graphene film edge by
observing the sample at the wide-field fluorescence microscope (details on the instrumental
setup are reported in Appendix A). Figure 2.9 b) shows the wide-field fluorescence image of
one of the graphene edges. Considering that (i) the concentration of SiNCs was observed to
be comparable on the whole sample and (ii) the absorption of graphene is negligible (lower
than 5% as observed by previous transmissionmeasurements); the different emission intensity
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registered on quartz and graphene has to be ascribed to a quenchingmechanism. Please notice
that the luminescent stripes on the graphene covered area are likely to be due to breaks in the
graphene films, previously observed on transferred graphene samples.
The variation of the PL intensity is also more evident by plotting the emission intensity
profile registered by wide-field luminescence microscopy along the white line, which is char-
acterized by a sharp step corresponding to the graphene membrane edge.
2.1.4 Interaction with graphene: photoinduced charge transfer investigation by
Kelvin ProbeMicroscopy
Toasses if a charge transfer is responsible for the quenching of SiNCs onCVDgraphene sur-
face, weperformedKelvinProbeMicroscopy (KPM) experiments. KPM is a particular kindof
a scanning probe technique based on the instrumental setup of a conventional Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM) (further details reported in Appendix B). This technique is able to mea-
sure the Contact Potential Difference (CPD) between the AFM tip and a conductive sample,
defined as follows:
VCPD =
ϕtip   ϕsample
 e (2.3)
Where ϕtip and ϕtip are respectively the work function of the tip and the sample and e is the
electronic charge. TheKPMis a two-pass technique,meaning that the tip has to pass two times
on the same point to acquire theCPD signal. TheworkingmechanismofKPM is described by
figure 2.10. Basically, when the tip is passing for the first time on the sample, an electric field is
generated due to the difference in the Fermi energy levels. When the distance between tip and
sample is short enough, the Fermi levels equilibrate and both of them become charged. The
vacuum energy are nomore aligned, and the the potential generated is indeed theVCPD. With
the second pass, an external potential called VDC is applied to restore the system neutrality;
this value is measured and corresponds to the VCPD with opposite direction.
This technique is able to recognize any variation in the work function of a material, with
nm scale resolution. This means that charge transfer processes can be studied with spatial
resolution in complex nanomaterials, such as the graphene/SiNCs composite we investigated
in this section. KPM has already been extensively used as a tool for the characterization of
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Figure 2.10: Schematic representation of the KPMworking principle: a) tip and sample before elec-
trical contact, withϕS andϕT corresponding to thework function of sample and tip; b) tip and sample
with electrical contact and Fermi energy (EFS for the sample EFT for the tip); c) an external bias (VDC)
is applied to restore charge neutrality and bring bach the vacuum energy level (EV)to the same value.
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the electrical properties of p-n junctions and heterostructures, giving a deep insight on the
the physics of photovoltaic cells. An interesting feature of KPM is the possibility to couple
the instrument to a light source in order to study the photoinduced work function variation.
However, very few examples of this application are reported, due to the intrinsic complex-
ity of the technique. Indeed, due to the high sensibility of the technique, the extraction of
the Fermi energy level is affected by many environmental factors, such as pressure, humidity,
presence of adsorbates either on the sample or the tip. The degree of complexity is also in-
creasing when characterizing nanomaterials, whose electrical properties and surface chemistry
are often unknown. Nevertheless, the technique seems promising for a qualitative analysis of
the photoinduced processes: for instance, the light induced charge transfer in a P3HT/CdSe-
QDs blend has been studied with this setup, 87 observing a shift in the work function of the
materials upon irradiating with an halogen white lamp. A similar approach was used to map
the interface between a single nanorod heterojunctionmade of CdS-Cu2ZnSnS4, 88 exploiting
the light excitation to recognize the different regions within a single nanorod.
In our system, we were interested in the the analysis of graphene/SiNCs interface, but, be-
fore that, we had to calibrate the instrumental setup to correlate work function and surface
potential. First we measured the VCPD between two different tips (Bruker SCM-PIT v2 Pt/Ir
coating and MESP v2 Co/Cr coated tip) and freshly cleaved graphite, whose work function
is known to be ϕHOPG=5.0 eV. 89 Applying equation 2.3 we obtained the work function of
the two tips, respectively ϕPt=Ir=5.13 eV and ϕCo=Cr=4.52eV; these values are differing of about
200mV from the ones tabulated for these tips, but the ratio between them ismantained,mean-
ing that the difference in the measured work function is related to the conditions of the exper-
iment (temperature, humidity, oxygen content). We then performed a control experiment
depositing 5 nm SiNC(C11)Py on freshly cleaved HOPG graphite, which was used also as a
reference for the CPD value. The resulting AFM and KPM images reported in figure 2.11 a)
and b) are showing the formation of SiNCs islands on HOPG surface, with a similar pattern
both for the topography and the CPD signal, as highlighted by shape of a profile traced on
the same area of the AFM and KPM image (inset of figure 2.11 b). The average thickness of
the SiNCs layer is equal to 5.7 nm, compatible with the size of the nanocrystals. The CPD
measured on the HOPG area not covered by SiNCs was very close to the one observed for the
referenceHOPG sample with the same tip (Pt/Ir), equal to -130mV, while the CPDmeasured
on SiNCs islands was found to be about -80mV; therefore the CPDdifference between SiNCs
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and the HOPG substrate is very small (only 50mV).
Figure 2.11: a) Topography and b) KPM image of the same area of a HOPG sample covered by 5 nm
SiNcs showing the formation of SiNCs islands on the ﬂat graphitic surface. In the inset the height and
CPD proﬁle on the same area of respectively image a) and b) showing a very similar trend.
We moved then to a CVD graphene sample, in order to obtain a reference value for the
substrate work function, which we observed to be about 5.10 eV, slightly higher than the value
previously observed for the HOPG (5.0 eV). By spin coating the 5 nm SiNC(C11)Py sample on
it, we observed the formation of SiNCs islands with the same thickness measured on HOPG
but a slightly higher concentration (figure 2.12 a), probably due to the different roughness and
wettability of the substrate. The KPM image (figure 2.12 b) is again characterized by the same
pattern with respect to the topography, but this time a doping of the substrate was observed.
Indeed, if comparing the VCPD measured on the graphene areas (dark) in this sample with
the one observed for pristine graphene, we could notice a shift from70 mV to 20 mV. The
reason of this shift, thatwas absent in theHOPG sample, can be attributed either to a charging
of the graphene substrate due to a ground state charge transfer from SiNcs, or due to the lower
concentration of SiNCs-free areas, averaging the grapheneVCPD with the one of SiNCs due to
long-range electrostatic interaction forces between the cantilever, the tip, and the actual sample
surface. Anyway, as observed for theHOPG sample, theVCPD measured on SiNCs islands was
higher than the one observed on graphene, around 65 mV, with a ΔVCPD between graphene
and SiNC equal to 40 mV, slightly lower than the 50 mV observed on the HOPG sample.
Finally we compared the behaviour of the sample in dark condition with the one under
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Figure 2.12: a) c) Topography and b) d) KPM image of the same area of a graphene coated quartz slide
covered by 5 nm SiNcs either in dark or under illumination with a (λex = 400nm).
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illumination with a 400 nm LED (figure 2.12 c) and d). In order to perform the experiment
wehad to prepare a suitable stage for the sample able to shine the exciting light homogeneously
on the sample. The scheme of the handmade stage is reported in figure 2.13 a).
A small drift in the topography image was observed upon illuminating the sample (figure
2.12 c), both in the y-axis and in the z-axis. The same behaviour was observed also for the KPM
image (figure 2.12 d) and a more precise analysis can be made by observing the distribution of
the VCPD values in the sample before and during irradiation, reported in figure 2.13 b). The
two hystograms are clearly characterized by a different maximum, due to an overall shift of the
VCPD both on graphene and on SiNCs surface. In contrast to this, no variation was observed
on the FWHM of the two distributions (40 mV for both of them), meaning that even if
the average work function is changed upon irradiation the sample, the difference between the
work function on graphene and on SiNCs is substantially the same. This might lead to the
conclusion that no photoinduced charge transfer is producing any variation of the charge dis-
tribution on the sample. Unfortunately, due to the very small ΔVCPD, we cannot completely
exclude that any photoinduced charge transfer is taking place. Still, the photoinduced shift of
the overall work function might be also interesting and it will be the subject of further inves-
tigation, in order to distinguish between the occurrence of a doping of the SiNCs/graphene
hybrid, or a much less interesting thermal or light induced doping of the tip.
Figure 2.13: a) Schematic representation of the AFM stage for experiments under irradiation. Please
notice that the samplemust be transparent to ensure the correct excitation of the area of interest. b)
VCPD distribution for the sample shown in ﬁgure 2.12 in dark or light conditions.
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2.2 Silicon nanocrystals in solar cells as luminescent species
Inthe secondsectionof this chapterwewill briefly resume the resultswe accomplished in
the implementation of SiNCs in new generation photovoltaics. As highlighted in the previous
section, the electron transfer processes in SiNCs are still far frombeing thoroughlyunderstood,
therefore the application as activematerialswill require further researchwork tobepracticable.
Though these difficulties, SiNCsmight represent an intriguingmaterial for alternative pho-
tovoltaic devices thanks to their luminescence properties. Indeed, the highphotoluminescence
quantum yield and the absence of reabsorption due to the extremely high Stokes shift repre-
sent extremely interesting features for the two specific devices discussed in the next paragraphs,
both based on the luminescence of a fluorophore to increase the power conversion efficiency
of conventional solar cells.
2.2.1 Luminescent downshifting layer in DSSCs
Dye sensitized solar cells represented in the last 20 years one of the most groundbreak-
ing technologic innovations in the solar energy conversion field. DSSCs architecture has been
proposed by a seminal work of Grätzel et al. in 1991; 90 since then, more than 13000 paper has
been published on the subject, reaching conversion efficiencies as high as 13%. Most of the
efficient sensitizers for DSSCs that have been proposed up to now are organic dyes and metal
complexes (e.g. Ru and Ir complexes) with high molar absorption coefficient in a broad re-
gion of the visible spectrum and good electron donating properties towards the mesoporous
TiO2 layer. These species often suffer from a low photo-stability in the near UV region, lim-
iting the application in a real environment. In addition, they are often characterized by a low
absorption coefficient in the near-UV region (350-400 nm) where the solar spectrum is still
characterized by high intensity.
An interesting approach to addrees both these issues is to couple a luminescent downshift-
ing layer (LDS) to conventional DSSCs. This layer must be able to absorb the UV light and
emit in a region of the visible spectrum where the sensitizer is characterized by a strong molar
absorption coefficient. Therefore, the LDS might be able to increase the power conversion
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efficiency (PCE) of the cell by increasing the absorption in the near-UV region. Furthermore,
if the LDS luminescent specie is a photostable specie with highmolar absorption coefficient in
the whole UV region, it should also act as a UV-filter, lowering the photo-degradation rate of
the sensitizer. Different materials and configurations were proposed for this application, such
as the deposition of an organic fluorescent polymeric coating, 91 the spin coating of LaVO4 92
nanocrystals on the top of a transparent side of the cell, or the positioning of a reflective LDS
layer based on Eu2+ phosphor on the back of the DSSC cell. 93 Also semiconductor QDs and
nanocrystals are arousing interest for the application in LDS, thanks to the high stability and
the tunable luminescence wavelength. 94
Up to our knowledge, no attempt of using SiNCs as LDS has beenmade, despite the prop-
erties are matching most of the requirements of a nanocrystal based LDS. 95 For this reason,
we performed some preliminary experiments to understand if the SiNCs are promising with
respect to this specific application. In particular we prepared a set of conventional DSSCs
adapting a procedure 96 developed in the lab where I spent several months of the PhD as a
visiting student (INRS-EMT, Varennes (QC), Canada), under the supervision of Prof. Rosei:
The electrodes were prepared by cleaning some FTO coated glass slides under sonication
in EtOH for 15 min (surface resistivity = 10Ω=sq), then 3 sides of each slide were covered
with scotch tape. A layer of TiO2 was deposited by Dr. Blade method on the free area. For a
transparent layer a Dyesol® 18NR-T TiO2 paste was used (7 μm), while for the scattering one
a Dyesol® 18NR-AO paste with nanoparticles up to 450 nm was employed (8 μm). Where a
second scattering layer was needed, the Dr. Blade was repeated after doubling the thickness
of the scotch tape layer (16 μm). The samples were dried for 15 min at RT then they were
heated at 150C for 6 min. and stored. The TiO2 layer was annealed at 500C following a
multi-step temperature ramp then it was slowly cooled to RT. The samples were then dipped
in a N719 dye solution in EtOH for 24 h, then washed with EtOH and dried. The area of the
electrode was finally reduced to a smaller active area (3-5 mm of side length). The DSSCs were
fabricated by placing a 25 μm thick plastic spacer between the photoanode and the platinized
FTOglass used as the counter-electrode (a 5 nm thin film of Pt on FTOby sputtering). Finally
the I3 =I  redox couple electrolyte was added and the PCE of the cell was evaluated with the
instrumental setup described in appendix C.
In a first time, the LDS layer was deposited by spin coating on the back of the FTO trans-
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parent electrode a 3 nm SiNC dispersion (1 x 10 5 M) in a solution of PMMA in CHCl3 (10%
w/w). The spin coating of the polymer resulted in a very thin layer (< 100 μm) and absolutely
no effect was observed on the efficiency of the DSSC cells. The reason of this failure was at-
tributed to the waveguide effect on the FTO-coated glass, that was bringing the light emitted
by SiNCs away from the active area of the cell, towards the side of the transparent electrode.
As we will discuss in the next section, this effect is very important to other applications (such
as solar concentrators or optical fibers) but in this case it nullified the desired effect.
An alternative approach we developed consists in directly depositing the SiNCs dispersion
by drop casting onto the mesoporous TiO2 layer, before adsorbing the dye on its surface. No
binding between SiNCs and TiO2 is expected, due to the lack of carboxylic groups on SiNCs
surface, therefore the evaporation of the solvent during the drop casting should result in a
physical deposition of SiNCs within the mesoporous layer and on the top of it. A scheme of
the architecture of the cell is reported in figure 2.14 a). As displayed in figure 2.14 b), there is a
quite broad superposition between the absorption spectrum of the N719 dye (black line) and
the emission spectrum of 3 nm SiNC prepared for this experiment (red dashed line). The ef-
Figure 2.14: a) Schematic representation of the prepared DSSC with the 3 nm SiNC LDS layer. b)
Absorption spectrum of theN719 dye (black continuous line) in comparisonwith the absorption (red
continuous line) and the emission spectra (red dashed line) of 3 nm SiNC.
ficiency of the DSSCs prepared with the LDS layer was compared with the one of identically
prepared cells with no addition of nanocrystals. The J-V curvesmeasured for the set of samples
we prepared is reported in figure 2.15 and the extracted parameters are summarized in table 2.1.
The addition of the SiNCs layer produces similar results in all samples, differing only form
the kind of titania layer deposited, as previously described in the experimental procedure. In
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all cases, the short circuit current (Jsc) corresponding to the current density at bias = 0V, is
increasing upon adding the LDS layer. At the same time, the open circuit voltage (Voc) corre-
sponding to maximum voltage the cell is able to reach, is increasing for the semi-transparent
titania layer DSSC, while it is basically stable for the cells with one or more scattering layers.
As a consequence, for all samples the PCE is increasing by adding the SiNCs layer. The relative
Figure 2.15: Comparison between the J-V curves of theDSSCs prepared in presence (red curves) and
in absence (black curves) of a SiNCs LDS layer. The samples were prepared either with a a) single
scattering titania layer, b) a double scattering titania layer, and c) a transparent. Please refer to table
2.1 for the sample number.
increment ranges from +10% for the DSSCs with a thick scattering layer, to a+30% for the
semi-transparent one. Even if the result is absolutely interesting, the reason of this dramatic
increase has to be investigated. Indeed, It has been previously reported that the addition of
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Table 2.1: Open circuit potential (VOC), short circuit current (JSC) and power conversion efﬁciency
(PCE) of the DSSCs prepared in presence and in absence of a SiNCs LDS layer.
Sample VOC / V JSC / mA cm 2 PCE ΔPCE
Scattering layer
1 blank 0.637 9.74 3.32
2 SiNCs 0.645 10.25 4.04 +22%
Scattering layer 2x
3 blank 0.680 9.57 4.14
4 SiNCs 0.675 10.37 4.55 +10%
Transparent layer
5 blank 0.664 9.12 3.68
6 SiNCs 0.685 10.29 4.77 +29%
scattering nanoparticles on the titania layer is able to positively affect the efficiency of the cell,
increasing the probability of photon entrapment into the dye-doped titania layer, and there-
fore the probability of absorption. 97 This behaviour is consistent to the trend observed for
our samples, being the highest increase in efficiency observed in the cell characterized by the
less scattering TiO2 layer. In contrast to this, the scattering contribution has been observed to
be responsible of an increase of the Jsc, but no effect was observed on the Voc, 98 therefore we
could hypothesize that there is a co-existence of a scattering effect and a down-shifting effect
in our samples, in particular in the semi-transparent sample where a strong increase of theVoc
was observed.
In order to distinguish which effect is prevailing, we also evaluated the Incident Photon to
Current efficiency, able to correlate the efficiency of the cell with the spectrum interval of the
incident light. Unfortunately the measurement failed due to the low stability of the cells and
the lack of reliability of the solar simulator in the near-UV region, which is fundamental to
the understanding of the features of the LDS layer, therefore a new set of measurements is in
progress to achieve a complete analysis of our system.
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2.2.2 Polymer embedded Luminescent Solar Concentrator
An alternative way to exploit the interesting photoluminescence properties of SiNCs
consists in preparing luminescent solar concentrators (LSC) based on these interesting
nanocrystals. LSCs have been first proposed in 1973 by Lerner et al. in a grant proposal 99
and they have attracted a wide interest in the first years due to the possibility of replacing
the expensive Si-based large panels and increase the integration of photovoltaic cells in the
urban environment. The decrease of the cost of Si, together with the drop in the oil prices
in the early ’80s froze the development of this architecture, but the opposite trend of the
energetic market in the last years led to a re-discovering of this application. LSC architecture
consists in a plastic plate embedded with luminescent species that extensively absorb sunlight
and emit in a spectral window where conventional Si-cells or GaAs cells have high power
conversion efficiency. The key feature of LSC is the shape factor of the polymer and,
optimizing the design, it is possible to concentrate a substantial portion of the light emitted
by the luminescent specie to the edge of the plate (up to 75% according to Snell’s law 100),
trapping the light in the waveguide by total internal reflection (scheme represented in figure
2.16 a). The advantages provided by this simple setup are related mostly to the possibility of
preparing large area polymer plates with relatively simple procedure and low cost, coupling it
to small area, band-gap matched, high efficiency conventional PV cell. In addition to this,
this architecture allows to prepare semi-transparent and colored polymer plates that can be
used as large panels in windows and facades, as the one prepared in our lab and shown in
figure 2.16 b). The optical efficiency of a LSC is defined by several factors, all included in the
Figure 2.16: a) b) c)
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following relation:
ηopt = (1  R)PTIRηabsηPLηStokesηwvgηself (2.4)
WhereR is the reflection of the incident light on the polymer surface, PTIR is the total internal
reflection effieciency defined by Snell’s law, ηabs is the fraction of sunlight absorbed by the pho-
toactive specie, ηPL is the photoluminescence quantum yield, ηStokes is the energy lost due to
heat generation, ηwvg is the efficiency of the waveguide light transport related to the shape fac-
tor and ηself is the the contribution to the efficiency given by the re-absorption of the emitted
photons by another fluorophore. The twomost important contributes, in terms of loss prob-
ability, are the surface losses and the re-absorption. While the first issue can be addressed by
exploring different LSC configurations, the second one is mainly related to the luminophore
photophysics. Moreover, a key point for the everyday application of LSC is related to the sta-
bility of the luminescent specie.
The record power conversion efficiency for an LSC-coupled PV cell is about 7.1% reported
for a luminescent organic dye based LSC, 100 but in the last few years the interest has moved
towards the nanowires and quantum dots based LSC. These luminophores are in fact charac-
terized by higher photostability, simpler band-gap tunability 101 and higher Stokes shift, lim-
iting the re-absorption losses. Several examples of QD-LSC are reported embedding Cd 102 103
and Pb 104 based quantumdots, obtaining relatively good efficiencies on non-optimized LSCs,
but recently some concern about the use of toxic heavy metals in these applications is rising.
As a consequence, some very recent papers such as the one published byMeinardi et al. 105 are
now focused on the replacement of heavymetal basedQDswithmore environmental friendly
species, such as CuInSxSe2 x alloys QDs.
With respect to this application, SiNCs are certainly fascinating as non toxic, high Stokes-
shift replacement for the most common quantum dots. Nevertheless, up to our knowledge,
no attempt of embedding SiNCs for LSC application is present in literature, therefore we per-
formed some preliminary investigation on its feasibility.
The polymer plates embedded with SiNCs were prepared adapting a procedure described
by Bawendi et al., 106 reducing the amount of photoinitiator in order to optimize the compo-
nent of light absorbed by SiNCs:
300 μL of concentrated SiNCs solution in toluene(10 4-10 3M depending on the
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batch) were carefully dried under vacuum. In the meantime, a solution of the monomeric
precursor (LMA, lauroyl methacrylate, Sigma-Aldrich), cross-linking agent (EGDM,
ethylene glycol dimethacrylate, Sigma-Aldrich, 20%w/w with respect to LMA) and UV
initiator (diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide), Sigma-Aldrich, 0.1%) was
prepared by sonication for 10 minutes. The SiNCs were then dissolved in 6 mL of the
monomer and the solution was degassed by 3x freeze-pump-thaw cycles, in order to avoid
the formation of bubbles during the polymerization. The solution was then placed in a
homemade mold consisting in two glass slides separated by a silicone spacer and irradiated
at λex=365nm for 1h. The resulting polymer plate was left in dark for 24h, in order to allow
the polymerization to complete, then the mold was removed and the polymer matrix was
polished with sandpaper and diamond paste (1 μm).
Figure 2.17: a) Normalized emission spectra of solution phase 3 nm (black continuous line) and 5 nm
(blackdashed line)SiNCcomparedwith theemissionspectraof thesamebatchesofnanocrystalsonce
embedded in the polymermatrix (respectively continuous anddashed red lines). b) External quantum
efﬁciency of the samenanocrystals in solution (black dots) vs. polymer embedded (red triangles). The
green squares represent the EQE of the polymermatrix after masking the edge of the polymer plate,
in order to calculate the optical efﬁciency, as explained in themain text
Firstwe compared the shape factor of the emissionbandof the 3 nmand 5nmSiNCsamples
(please notice that no photoactive ligandwas coupled to SiNCs in this section) once embedded
in thepolymermatrixwith theoneof the samenanocrystals in solution. As evident from figure
2.15 a), no particular variation of the band shapewas observed for the 3 nmSiNC sample, while
the embedded 5 nm SiNC sample is characterized by a dramatic change in the band shape due
to the superposition of the emission band with the absorption bands of the LMA/EGDM
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copolymer related to the typical vibrational overtones, as previously observed elesewhere. 105
We then characterized the quantum yield or external quantum efficiency (EQE, in contrast
to the IQE described in Chapter 1) of SiNCs once embedded in the LMA/EGDM copolymer
and we compared the result with the one of the same nanocrystals dissolved in toluene. The
quantum yield of a solid sample cannot be measured with the relative method used in chapter
one for the samples in solution, therefore it is necessary to use an absolutemethod bymeans of
an integrating sphere (further details on the method are described in Appendix A). The mea-
surement was first made on the reference samples in solution, specifically a freshly prepared
3 nm SiNC and a 5 nm SiNC. The EQE value obtained for the 5 nm SiNC sample was con-
sistent with the one measured for the same sample in Chapter 1, about 45%, while the 3 nm
sample showed a much higher value of quantum yield equal to 28%, compared to the 16%
previously observed with the relativemethod. The difference in thesemeasurement is not due
to a difference in the quality between these samples, but it is merely due to the difference in the
measurement setup. The absolute measurement is taking into account the detector efficiency
and therefore it must be considered as more reliable. Please notice that also the PL maximum
wavelength is shifted due to the correction for the detector response (figure 2.17 a). We com-
pared those efficiencies with the one of the same nanocrystals embedded in the polymermatrix
(figure 2.17 b). In order to correctly perform the measurement, an homemade support for the
3x2cm plates was built and a reference plate was prepared with no addition of SiNCs for the
blank measurement. While for the 3 nm SiNC sample the EQE was observed to be relatively
similar to the one of the solution sample, about 30%, the 5 nm SiNC sample is affected by a
dramatic decrease of EQE up to 15%, as a result of the re-absorption of the polymer matrix,
already discussed with respect to the band shape observed in figure 2.17 a).
In order to get some information about the optical efficiency of the LSC, we measure the
EQE of SiNCs embedded in the polymer plate and we compared it with the EQE of the same
LSC masking the edges of the polymer plate, subtracting the contribute of the edges to the
quantum efficiency, as previously suggested. 106 Bymasking the LSCmadewith the 3 nmSiNC
sample, we observed a decreasing of the EQE from 30% to 9% (figure 2.17 b), pointing out
that the 68% of the contribution to the overall emission intensity is coming from the edges
of the polymer plate and revealing that very few losses are present due to re-absorption or
surface reflection. The optical efficiency, calculated as the difference between the two calcu-
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lated quantum efficiencies, is therefore equal to 21%. This value is a relatively good one, but
comparing it to the quantum efficiency of the SiNCs we can understand how themain bottle-
neck is represented by the SiNCs photoluminescence quantum yield. Nevertheless, the 68%
of EQE ratio is proving that optical quality of the concentrator is extremely high (near to the
theoretical maximum previously described), so we expect that optimizing the synthesis of the
SiNCs in order to increase theirϕPL, this architecture could represent an absolutely interesting
alternative to conventional photovoltaics.
2.2.3 Conclusions
In this chapter we explored different routes to extract the energy provided by the light
harvesting in SiNCs in order to exploit this material as active material in photovoltaic devices.
We deeply investigated the photophysical intermolecular interaction of SiNCs with carbon al-
lotropes observing a quenching of the luminescence of nanocrystals upon the addition of C60,
SWCNTs or graphenemainly due to an energy transfer process. Then, we investigated the fea-
sibility of SiNCs implementation as light emitter in un-conventional solar cells. Specificallywe
made some preliminary study on the implementation of SiNCs as luminescent down-shifiting
layer in DSSCs obtaining a reproducible increase in the efficiency of the cell, and we prepared
some luminescent solar concentrators by embedding SiNCs in an acrylic polymer matrix, ob-
taining good results in terms of transparency and optical efficiency. We can therefore asses
that SiNCs might represent a viable solution as active material for different application in the
conversion of the energy provided by sunlight, due to the very rich (even if complex) photo-
physics.
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Anyone who has never made amistake has never tried anything
new.
Albert Einstein
3
Exfoliated Graphene decorated with
platinum nanoparticles for electrocatalysis
In this chapterwe report the synthesis ofmonodispersed platinumnanoparticles on high-
quality graphene and the evaluation of their performance in the electrocatalytic production of
H2 from water at neutral pH. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to func-
tionalize exfoliated graphene producedwith different exfoliation techniques with Pt nanopar-
ticles exploiting the non-covalent interaction with pyrene derivatives to drive the efficient dec-
oration of the graphene membranes. The electrocatalytic activity of the nanocomposites to-
wards the HER was evaluated and compared to a commercial carbon-supported platinum
(Pt/C) catalyst
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3.1 Electrocatalysis for Hydrogen production
The neverending need for energy sources has increased exponentially during the last two
centuries, driving economics, politics and everyday activity of the entire population. At the
beginningof the 20th century, despite primary energy sourceswere still abundant, unrestricted,
and inexpensive, several renewable sources were studied as an alternative both for electrical
energy conversion and vehicles propulsion.
With the oil crisis of the late 70s and the always higher concern for the environmental pollu-
tion due to the fossil fuels combustion, the interest in alternative fuels and alternative energy
conversion devices spread all over the industrial and academic world. As regards the energy
conversion technology, this had already been invented long time before by Sir William Grove
under the name of Fuel cell, able to produce electrical current by exploiting the redox reaction
between simple reactants like oxygen and hydrogen, with high efficiency and no pollutant pro-
duced (water is the only product). Hydrogen has the largest energy density over any other fuel
in theworld (about 286 kJ/mol with respect to combustion in oxygen environment) ( 107). In a
fuel cell, Hydrogen typically splits into protons and electrons under the assistance of catalyst.
Protonsmove from anode towards cathode through a conductive electrolyte, and electrons go
through external circuit andmeetwith protons and oxygen in cathode. Then the product, wa-
ter, is produced, aswell as electric power. The voltage of this cell can be calculated by theGibbs
free energy, ΔG = -237.1 kJ/mol, which gives the voltage applying the Nernst equation: 108
E = ΔGnF = 237:1 kJ=mol x 96485 C=mol = 1:229 V (3.1)
There are only two drawbacks of using Hydrogen as energy carrier, first of all no natural
sources of pure Hydrogen sources exist on earth, so it must be prepared by chemical reaction;
moreover the storage of hydrogen is still challenging due to safety issue and low efficiency. 109
Nowadays there are two ways for us to produce hydrogen. In industry, hydrogen is produced
by steam reforming of natural gas (CH4), which is shown as follows:
CH4(g) +H2O(g)  > CO(g) + 3H2(g) (3.2)
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But hydrogen can also be produced from the water splitting, thanks to the reverse of the
reaction exploited for the fuel cell, needing an output voltage equal to 1.23 V. This voltage is
reversible, which means that 1.23 V is the lowest limit voltage we need to split water into hy-
drogen and oxygen. However, this potential is calculated thermodynamically, but kinetically
higher voltage is needed depending on the catalyst we use. TheHydrogen EvolutionReaction
is thought to involve three possible reaction steps, and may occur via the Volmer-Heyrowsky
mechanismor theVolmer-Tafelmechanism, thus in bothmechanism the the rate of the overall
reaction is influenced by the free energy of hydrogen adsorption:
1 H+ + e    > Had Volmer step
2 H+ +Had   > H2 Heyrovsky step
3 2Had   > H2 Tafel step
(3.3)
WhereHad is the hydrogen adsorbed on the surface of the catalyst. Experimentally the rate
of the reaction can be tested by applying a potential to the material and evaluating the current
generated due to theHER reaction. The potential measured at the electrode (Ei) is subtracted
to the Standard Potential (E0), in order to obtain the overpotential η.
η = Ei   E0 (3.4)
It is very important to understand the variation of current produced by the electrochemical
reaction as a function of the overpotential. This relation can be fitted by the Butler-Volmer
equation as a function of few parameters:
i = i0

exp ( αanFη)
RT
exp ( αcnFη)
RT

(3.5)
Where i0 is the exchange current, αa is the anodic simmetry coefficient whereas αc is the
cathodic one, n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction, F the Faraday constant
and η is again the overpotential. If the overpotential goes to large negative values the anodic
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reaction can be neglected and the relationship can be rewritten as the Tafel equation:
η = b ln( ii0
) (3.6)
Where b is the so-calledTafel slope, which together the exchange current i0 are the criterions
for the evaluation of the catalytic activity of catalysts. Generally, forHER, the catalytic activity
increases as the exchange current increases or the Tafel slope decreases.
3.1.1 Platinum nanoparticles
Up to now, platinum is the unbeatable catalyst for HER which has the exchange current
density of 4:5 10 4 A=cm2, and the Tafel slope as small as 30 mV=dec. 110 In addition to the
extremely good catalytic activity, platinum is also showing extremely high price ad low avail-
ability, making the use of this noble metal as a bulk electrode unsuitable to everyday applica-
tion. Since platinum is a precious metal, most of the recent efforts have focused on decreasing
platinum utilization via increasing the catalytic efficiency of Pt-based catalysts. This can be
done by tailoring high-performance Pt-based nanostructured materials. The catalytic activity
is known to be strongly depending on the number of active sites on the surface of the metal
catalyst and the ratio between surface and volume atoms is basically depending on a geometric
factor. Therefore, by reducing the size of the material to few tens or hundreds of atoms, the
number of surface exposed atoms approaches the total number of atoms of the nanomaterial.
The number of active sites is then related on the shape of the particle and the specific activity
of each crystallographic surface.
Hence, for a realistic model, one must assume that (a) the shape of the particles are such
that their free energy is at a minimum, (b) atoms in excess of that required to form a complete
geometric structure are located at the crystal sites which produce a particle as nearly spherical
as possible. As a consequence, it is possible to see in figure 3.1 a direct relation between the
size of the nanosphere and the number of active sites, considering all the surface sites with
coordination number five (the so called B 5 sites). 111 The maximum value is reached at about
2.0 nm, because by further decreasing the size of the particle, the crystal structure starts to lose
meaning and the contribution of edge sites increases. The same relationship is remarked by the
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Figure3.1: Number of active sites (black) and simulatedmass current forHERplotted against the size
of the Pt nanoparticle. The y-axis on the left corresponds to the black curve, while the y-axis on the
right refers to the red plot. Adapted by111and. 112
simulatedmass current dependence (i0) obtainedbyTan et al. 112 for theHERwith amaximum
value obtained at 2.2 nm of diameter (figure 3.1, red curve). This behaviour basically results
from the combination of the increasing surface/volume ratio with smaller size nanocrystals, as
explained before, and the decreasing of the specific current (j0) due to the increasing number
of inactive edge sites.
3.1.2 Graphene as electroactive support material
Further attention must be taken on the support material for the platinum nanoparticle
(PtNPs). While the specific activity of the Pt nanoparticle is decreasing under a certain size,
the overall performance can be maximized by supporting the catalyst in high surface area sub-
strate, which plays a key role both on the proper dispersion of the nanoparticles, avoiding the
spontaneous aggregation, and on the charge transfer efficiency from the electron source to the
nano-catalyst.
Carbon allotropes have been extensively studied as nanostructured materials for electro-
catalytic processes, being able to fulfill the major requirements for a catalyst support material
as:
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• High surface area
• Low electrical resistance
• High stability to electrochemical stress
• Low cost
Different kinds of carbon structures have been studied for this application (figure 3.2)
such as amorphous carbon, 113 carbon nanofibers, 114 graphite nanoplatelets, 115 single and
multi-walled carbon nanotubes, 116 graphene oxide 117 and, last but not least, exfoliated
graphene. 118
Figure 3.2: Representative TEM micrographs of platinum nanoparticles supported by a) amor-
phous carbon, 113 b) carbon nanoﬁbers, 114 c) graphite nanoplatelets, 115 d) multi-walled carbon nan-
otubes, 116 e) graphene oxide 117 and f) exfoliated graphene. 118
The most recently discovered carbon allotrope, graphene, is a material composed of sp2-
bonded carbon atoms, withmonoatomic thickness, that displays outstandingmechanical and
electrical properties 119 120 . Combining graphene with catalysts is a worthwhile approach in the
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construction of novelmaterials for photo and electro-catalytic reactions 121, 122 and the develop-
ment of high-quality graphene sheets, comprised of only a few layers of graphene and with a
low frequency of defects, is extremely important for these applications. In contrast, graphene
oxide (GO) 123 and the reduced graphene oxide (RGO) 124 are readily available but don’t exhibit
the typical structural and electrical properties of graphene, since oxidation and reduction steps
are not able to completely restore the pristine honeycomb lattice of graphene. 125
3.2 Exfoliated Graphene
Comparedwith RGO, exfoliated graphene has few or no functional groups on the surface
of the honeycomb lattice, making any kind of direct covalent functionalization of thematerial
difficult. As a consequence the exfoliation efficiency, as much as the stability in solution, is
strongly affected by the surrounding environment. Noncovalent interactions could be an al-
ternative way to tune the surface functionality of the graphene flakes, in order to leverage the
liquid phase exfoliation 126 and to decorate graphene with molecules, nanoparticles or other
structures.
The exfoliation of graphene flakes starting from bulk graphite can be basically split in three
steps: 127
• dispersion in solvent
• exfoliation
• purification
The key step is the exfoliation and has to be considered as the combination of twomechanism:
• breaking of the π  π interaction between graphite (0,0,2) crystal planes by applying
an external force
• stabilization of the exfoliated graphene layer in order to prevent re-aggregation
Breaking the graphite crystal along the desired axis is possible by ultrasonication of a graphite
dispersion in organic solvent and it is mainly affected by the strength of the shear forces and
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cavitation applied and indipendent on the solution environment. On the opposite, the second
step is completely depending on the interaction with solvent and dissolved species.
3.2.1 Solvent assisted exfoliation
The most commonly used interaction exploited for the liquid-phase exfoliation is
obviously the one with the solvent. The first attempt by Brodie to produce single-layer
of graphite sheets by exfoliation dates as far back as 1859. 128 Since then, many efforts have
been made in that direction but we have to wait until 2008 to see a strong improvement
in exfoliation yield and average flake thickness (1-10 layer) thanks to the work performed
by Hernandez et al. 129 In this paper they compare the exfoliation efficiency, in terms of
concentration, of different solvents which were known to successfully disperse nanotubes as:
1-metil-2-pirrolidinone (NMP), N,N-Dimethylacetamide (DMA), g-butyrolactone (GBL)
and 1,3-dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone (DMEU). The winner reveals to be NMP, and from
there, it is still the best dispersing solvent for exfoliated graphene. At that time, no exhaustive
explanation has been given about the reason why a typically polar solvent was so good at
stabilising a theoretically strongly apolar nano-material as graphene.
Less than one year later, the same group has found a relationship between graphene’s solu-
bility and Hildebrand solubility parameter δT, defined as follows: 130
δ2T = δ2D + δ2P + δ2H (3.7)
Where δ2D, δ2P, δ2H are respectively the dispersive, the polar and the hydrogen-bonding com-
ponents, called Hansen parameters. Those components can be related to interaction between
solute and solvent, which can be extracted from the Flory-Huggins theory for high molecular
size solutes:
χ = ν0kT [(δD;A   δD;B)
2 + (δP;A   δP;B)2 + (δH;A   δH;B)2] (3.8)
Where ν0 is the solventmolecular volume andχ is the Flory-Huggins parameter. According
to eq. 3.8, the lower the value of χ, corresponding to the higher interaction solute/solvent, the
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lower the energetic cost of dispersing (and exfoliating) graphene. Bymeasuring the dispersibil-
ity of exfoliated graphene, CG in figure 3.3 a), and plotting this value as a function of χ, the
Hansen parameter of graphene are calculated as δD = 18:0 MPa1=2, δP = 9:3 MPa1=2, and
δH = 7:7MPa1=2.
Figure3.3: a)Measureddispersibility of exfoliated graphene (CG as a functionof the calculatedFlory-
Huggins parameterχ and b) hystograms reporting the average thickness of graphene ﬂakes in differ-
ent solvents obtained by HR-TEM analysis (see Appendix B for further details). Reprinted with per-
mission from 130
These values are very close to the ones observed for two solvents: cyclopentanone and cy-
clohexanone, so in principle they should be the best dispersing agent for stabilising graphene
flakes. Unfortunately, this relation is true in terms of quantity of flakes, but not in terms of
exfoliation degree. Indeed, the lowest average number of layers of exfoliated graphene is still
obtained with NMP as solvent (figure 3.3 b), despite a slightly higher Flory-Huggins parame-
ter. This means that still no full explanation of the solvent effect on graphene’s exfoliation is
available.
Nevertheless, the NMP assisted exfoliation is a very efficient process with a good degree of
exfoliation and a concentration of graphene’s flakes up to 60 mg/mL. 131
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3.2.2 Interaction with aliphatic chains
The use of small organic molecules such as dispersion-stabilizing agents, can promote the ex-
foliation of graphite into graphene, in particular when such a molecule has a high energy of
adsorptionon the basal plane of graphene, stronger than that of the solventmolecules interact-
ingwith graphene. A good starting point can be the use of alkanes which are known to exhibit
a high affinity for the surface of graphite/graphene. 132 It has been recently demonstrated that
arachidic acid can be successfully exploited to promote the exfoliation of graphene in NMP 133
with an increasing concentration of graphene flakes in solution up to 50%.
A deeper investigation on the effect of linear alkanes exposing a carboxylic acid head group
has been performed by us 134 in collaboration with the group lead by Prof. Paolo Samori’ at
ISIS Strasbourg in 2014. In this study we explore the role of the length of the alkylic chain by
focusing the attention of five carboxylic acid derivatives, schematized in figure 3.4 a).
Figure 3.4: Chemical structures of investigated carboxylic acid derivatives.
Moreover, the study is extended to graphene dispersions in four different solvents as N
-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), ortho-dichlorobenzene (o-DCB), 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene
(TCB), and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). Interestingly, we found that the concentration
of graphene prepared in NMP, o-DCB and TCB increases almost linearly with the length of
the aliphatic chain (figure 3.5) except for the data points at highest alkane length in o-DCB
and TCB, where concentration falls down because of the long fatty acid proneness to form
gel-like structures.
TheTEManalysis of the samples allowed toobtain a statistical characterisationof the thick-
ness and the lateral size of the graphene flakes produced. While for NMP solutions no strong
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Figure 3.5: Photographs of graphene dispersions prepared by exfoliation of graphite ﬂakes in NMP,
o-DCB, TCB, andDMF in presence/absence of carboxylic acidmolecules; b) average concentration of
graphene dispersions after the ﬁltration process.
variation on the flakes morphology was observed, with relatively poorer solvents as DMF, o-
DCB and TCB, the addition of the long fatty acid (C24 results are shown in figure 3.6 for
comparison) resulted in a variation of either flakes thickness or size. Even if o-DCB showed
an unpredictable increase of both size and thickness, DMF and TCB showed an interesting
increase of the percentage of monolayer graphene, respectively of about 15% in the case of
C24/TCB, 8% in C24/DMF and 16% in C30/DMF.
The interaction between graphene and alkylic chains can also be exploited to functional-
ize the surface with more complex functionalities. In a second study in collaboration with
the ISIS Strasbourg, we combined a photochromic system, a commercial alkoxy-substituted
azobenzene, i.e. 4-(decyloxy)azobenzene, with liquid phase exfoliated graphene. 135 The exfo-
liation of graphene was performed again in NMP, taking good account of what we observed
in the previous paper.
When the exfoliation was performed in the absence of 4-(decyloxy)azobenzene molecules
(control experiments), comparable yield were observed when dispersions were kept at 20C
or heated at 40C (figure 3.7). The irradiation of such dispersions at 365 nm did not affect
the yield, neither at 20C nor at 40C. By adding 4-(decyloxy)azobenzene in dark, a minor
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Figure 3.6: a-h) Statistical analysis of the number of layers graphene dispersions in a) o -DCB, d) TCB,
and g) DMF, as well as in the presence of C24 (o-DCB, TCB, DMF) and C30 molecules (DMF). His-
tograms of the lateral ﬂake size distribution of graphene ﬂakes prepared in (b) o-DCB, (e) TCB, and (h)
DMFand relative Lorentzianﬁtting.Theﬁttingof thedistributionhasbeenobtainedwith a Lorentzian
distribution. (c, f, i) TEMmicrographs of foldedmonolayer grapheneﬂakes prepared fromdispersions
in c) o-DCB/ C24 , f) TCB, and i) DMF/ C24.
Figure3.7: a)Chemical structureof4-(decyloxy)azobenzeneandreversible trans-cisphotoisomeriza-
tionunderUVandvisible light. b)Yieldof theexfoliationgivenbyYW aswell as averageconcentration
of graphene dispersions after the ﬁltration process.
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increase in the yield value highlighted the importance played by the alkylic derivative during
the exfoliation. In contrast to the experiments performed in dark, irradiation with UV light
at 365 nm (promoting the photo-isomerization to cis form) corresponded to 30% increase in
the concentration of the exfoliated material at 20C. Yet, the largest increase in concentration
has been obtained by irradiating the dispersions heated at 40C, which corresponds to a 75%
increase.
In order to probe the electrical properties of the graphene-azobenzene hybrid and in partic-
ular to explore the potential light-responsive nature of the material, we drop-casted a 100 nm
thick graphene-azobenzene film on a n++Si=SiO2 substrates exposing pre-patterned interdig-
itated gold electrodes. In the azobenzene-graphene film, themolecules are physisorbed on top
and in between the graphene sheets. Under UV irradiation, the azobenzene molecules un-
dergo a conformational change from the less bulky trans isomer to the more bulky cis isomer.
Such a process is therefore accompanied by an increase in the multilayer graphene inter-sheet
distance, thereby hindering the charge transport via hopping between the sheets, resulting in
the lower conductivity of the hybrid film observed in figure 3.8 d).
3.2.3 Interaction with aromatic derivatives
Pyrene derivatives have been used by various groups to stabilize carbon nanotubes 136 and
graphene dispersions, 137 exploiting the π   π interaction between the planar π-conjugated
surfaces, by reducing the surface free energy of the dispersion. This approach has the main
advantage to allow an interesting tunability of graphene’s surface in order to prepare stable
solution in polar solvents as, for example, water. Moreover, this is possible without affect-
ing the electrical properties usually compromised by the excess of surfactant or alkylic deriva-
tive usually needed to get sufficiently stable solutions. 138 Abroad library of pyrenic exfoliating
agents has been explored: the first paper was published by An et al. in 2010, 78 who prepared
acqueous graphene dispersions using 1-pyrenecaboxylic acid as stabilizer; then amino-pyrene
was used for the same target. 139 Green and co-workers 140 investigated the exfoliation yield of
pyrene, 1-aminopyrene, 1-aminomethyl pyrene, 1-pyrene- carboxylic acid, 1-pyrenebutyric acid,
1-pyrene- butanol, 1-pyrenesulfonic acid hydrate, 1-pyrenesulfonic acid sodium salt and 1,3,6,8-
pyrene-tetrasulfonic tetra acid tetra sodium salt, finding that the most effective molecule is
1-pyrenesulfonic acid sodium salt. A deeper study of the mechanism of surface adsorption of
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Figure 3.8: Electrical characteristics of graphene-azobenzene hybrid materials. a) Scheme of the G-
FETdevice, b)SEMimageof interdigitatedAuelectrodescoveredwithagraphene-azobenzenehybrid
ﬁlm. c) I-V characteristics, d) opticalmodulation of device current response illustrated for a static bias
and dynamic alternative UV and visible light irradiation. e) ”Ideal mechanism” which occurs in thin
graphene-azobenzene hybrid ﬁlms under UV and visible light irradiation cycles.
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organic pyrene dyes on graphenewas the aimof the paper published by Palermo et al., 77which
indicates that the molecular dipole is not important per se, but since it facilitates adsorption
on graphene, it promotes lateral displacement of water molecules collocated between the aro-
matic cores of the organic dye and graphene.
3.3 Decoration of exfoliated graphene with platinum nanoparticles
Graphene/metal nanoparticles composites gained attention in recent years within
the field of fuel cells 123 118, 141 biosensing 116, 114 organic photovoltaics 117 and hydrogen produc-
tion, due to the combination of good electrical properties with high transmittance, allowing
for instance the coupling with a photosensitizer 142 to study the photocatalyzed hydrogen evo-
lution reaction. As already mentioned in the first section of this chapter, Pt nanoparticles are
typically supported on graphene oxide or reduced graphene oxide, whose surface is character-
ized by multiple hydroxy, epoxy and carboxylic groups able to drive the interaction with the
nanoparticles due to electrostatic interaction. 143Ontheother hand, the electrical properties are
far from the ones observed for mechanically exfoliated graphene or even exfoliated graphene
from pristine graphite. As a consequence we were interested in understanding how to induce
the decoration of high-quality exfoliated graphene with Pt nanoparticles without affecting
the honeycomb lattice responsible for the interesting properties of this carbon allotrope. The
functionalization of exfoliated graphene with platinum nanoparticles may exploit the same
forces enhancing the exfoliation and dispersion of graphene flakes in solution. Key points for
the efficient decoration of exfoliated graphene are:
• Quality of the produced graphene flakes.
• Solvent compatibility between graphene exfoliation and Platinum nanoparticles syn-
thesis.
• Control on size and aggregation of the synthesised nanoparticles.
• Selective functionalization of graphene’s surface exploiting non-covalent interactions.
Our aimwas to understand the role of different exfoliation techniques on the Pt nanoparti-
cles decoration, and the consequences on the electrocatalyzed production of hydrogen inmild
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condition, i.e. in slightly acid water environment.
3.3.1 Graphene solutions preparation
As described in the previous section, the exfoliation of graphite into graphene nanosheets
is strongly depending on the solution environment. Since we were interested in water envi-
ronment we adapted two literature procedures to prepare water graphene deispersions that
could, in a second time, act as support for the synthesis of platinum nanoparticles. The first
technique we chose to reproduce was one of the few developed in water environment and it
is based on the interaction with 1-pyrenecarboxylic acid (PCA). 78 Indeed, PCA is used as a
molecular wedge to cleave natural graphite, and thanks to its π  π interactions and its polar
functional group, it permits the formation of stable aqueous dispersions of graphene, with-
out breaking the sp2 structure. Moreover, the carboxylic group is known to interact with Pt
nanoparticles surface in water solution, therefore enhancing the stability of the hybrid mate-
rial. The main advantage of the PCA based exfoliation technique lies in the compatibility of
the procedure with a single-flow process for platinum nanoparticle synthesis.
The experimental procedure was developed as follows:
6,7 mg of PCA were added to 20 ml of a 2 mg/mL solution of Graphite powder in
methanol. The solution was bath sonicated for 45 min at RT, then 80 ml of distilled water
were added. The solution was sonicated for 24 h keeping the temperature under 20C, then
it was settled overnight. The surnatant was removed and the solution was topped off with
distilled water. The pH of the solution was adjusted to 7 in order to completely deprotonate
the PCA and increase the solubility. After 2 h sonication, the solution was centrifuged three
times at 10000 RPM and the precipitate was redispersed in distilled water. After the last
centrifugation step, the solution was decanted for three days and the surnatant was stored.
The Raman spectrum of the PCA exfoliated graphene material (PCA-G henceforward)
is shown in figure 3.9. The D-band at 1350 cm 1 reflects the degree of defects and disorder
on graphene, while the G-band at 1580 cm 1 represents the planar vibration of the sp2 carbon
network. From the intensity ratio of these two peaks (ID=IG) we can obtain some information
about the density of defects of graphene, and the small ID=IG value of 0.073 is a proof of a low
defect density on our material after the exfoliation procedure with PCA.
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Figure 3.9: Raman spectra of the exfoliated PCA-Gmaterial.
For comparison purposes, a further graphene sample was prepared, adapting Coleman’s
procedure 129 to get highly exfoliated graphene sheets dispersed in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP). In order to compare these graphene dispersions with the acqueous dispersions of
PCA-G, we developed a simple solvent exchange procedure to disperse NMP exfoliated
graphene nanosheets in water.
The experimental procedure starts from the preparation of a 2mg/ml solution of Graphite
powder that was bath sonicated for 12 h keeping the temperature under 20C, then the solu-
tionwas centrifuged at 3000RPMfor 20min. and decanted for three days. The surnatantwas
stored. 2 ml of the solution were filtered onto a 0,2 mm PTFE membrane, then washed with
acetone, isopropyl alcohol andwater. The solid cake topped filter was then sonicated inside 10
ml of distilled water to transfer graphene into the solution (NMP-G henceforward).
Figure 3.10 shows the comparison of the typical absorption spectra of PCA-G andNMP-G.
The concentration of graphene dissolved was calculated through Lambert-Beer equation, by
considering the molar absorption coefficient provided by Hernandez 129 and reported on the
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Figure3.10: Absorption spectraofPCA-G (black) andNMP-G (red). The structuredbands centeredat
345 and 280 nm fo PCA-G spectrumwere due to the presence of PCA, which is impossible to remove
due to the synthetic procedure. The dotted line shows the absorption of NMP-G after 16 h, showing
a good stability.
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graph. Higher concentration of graphene flakes was found for the NMP-G sample (2.4 mg
mL 1) compared with the concentration found for the PCA-G sample (0.089 mg mL 1).
Analysis of the final aqueous suspension after transfer from NMP suggests very good sta-
bility of the exfoliated graphene after 16h, as previously reported in literature 144. 145 Finally, to
the NMP-G solution a certain amount of PCA was added in order to obtain an equivalent
concentration of PCA with respect to the residual one in PCA-G solution (2 10 5 M).
Figure 3.11 shows the results of theHR-TEMcharacterization of the products of the two ex-
foliation techniques. Statistical analysis of the number of layers wasmade by directly counting
the (0,0,2) fringes at the flake folding edges, which correlate directly to the number of layers.
As highlighted by the example micrographs shown in figure 3.11, the degree of exfoliation was
found to be slightly higher, in particular in term of thickness distribution, for the NMP-G
sample.
Figure 3.11: High-resolution transmission electronmicroscopy (HR-TEM) images of graphene sheets
exfoliated by using a) the PCA-Gmethod involving 1-pyrene- carboxylic acid (PCA) and b) theNMP-G
method involving 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP); histograms above show the corresponding distri-
bution.
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3.3.2 Platinum nanoparticles decoration: influence of the exfoliation technique
The synthesis of the nanoparticles was carried out following a procedure adapted from the
literature. 146 Themethod is based on the chemical reduction of an aqueous solution of a plat-
inum(II) salt (K2PtCl4) by sodium borohydride, in the presence of the exfoliated graphene
dispersions. Here the complete procedure:
50 μl of K2PtCl46  10 3 Mwater solution was added to 10 ml of an exfoliated graphene
dispersion μl of a 6  10 2 M freshly prepared solution of NaBH4 were added in order to
reduce the platinum salt to Pt0. A small excess of NaBH4 was added to balance the small con-
sumption due to the spontaneous production of hydrogen bubbles inside acqueos solution.
The synthesis was followed by UV-Vis spectroscopy, and figure 3.12 shows an example of the
absorption spectra taken during the synthesis of the Pt nanoparticles inside NMP-G sample.
Figure 3.12: Absorption spectra of the NMP-G sample during the synthesis of the Pt nanoparticles.
The additionof thePCA (red) is necessary only forNMP-Gsample. The additionof the reducing agent
(yellow), after theoneof thePlatinumsalt (green), induced the increaseof a scattering-likeband in the
UV zone, typical of small Pt nanoparticles.
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Figure 3.13 shows the comparison between the results of the platinum nanoparticle deco-
ration of exfoliated graphene using the PCA-G and NMP-G methods. The STEM and HR-
TEMmicrographs (figure 3.13 a-d) clearly show the strong selectivity of the decoration, with-
out any particles outside the platelets, with a slightly lower concentration of particles in the
NMP-G sample. We attributed this observation to the different concentration of graphene
flakes for this sample, resulting in a lower platinumnanoparticle/graphene ratio. Nevertheless,
both samples are characterized by a rather negligible aggregation of nanoparticles, proving that
the graphene-PCA adduct acts as a scaffold for the arrangement of the particles on graphene,
preventing the typical coalescence and precipitation issues. By focusing on the HR-TEMmi-
crographs (figure 3.13 c) and d), it is possible to notice how the shape is more homogeneous
and spherical in the NMP-G sample, while the size distribution reveals a lower degree of poly-
dispersion despite the same average size for both samples.
This couldbe the result of residualNMPon the surface of sample preparedusing theNMP-
Gmethod and explain the unexpected stability of the graphene dispersion in water. Residual
NMP on the surface could also influence the morphology of the particles by confining the
growth of the platinum crystal or by decreasing the graphene surface area available for inter-
action with PCA.
3.3.3 Platinum nanoparticles decoration: the role of 1-pyrene carboxylic acid
In order to evaluate the influence and the role of PCA on the selectivity of the decoration
and on the morphology of the platinum nanoparticles, we prepared some water dispersions
of graphite nanoplatelets, simply sonicating a 2 mg mL 1 solution of graphite powder in dis-
tilled water for 24 hours. This dispersion was characterised by a very low degree of exfoliation
of graphite; however, it allowed us to investigate decoration with platinum nanoparticles in
the absence of any secondary variables, such as the influence of an exfoliating agent or a sta-
biliser. Using these samples, we performed the synthesis of platinum-nanoparticles, following
the samemethod previously reported, with or without the addition of PCA. In both cases, the
TEM images demonstrated a strongly preferential decoration of the graphite flakes, as showed
in figure 3.14 a and d. The sample prepared without PCA shows very non-homogeneous size
and shape distributions for the platinumnanoparticles (figure 3.14 b), whereas the sample pre-
pared with PCA displays spherical and well-dispersed particles on the graphite platelets (fig-
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Figure 3.13: Comparison between decoration of exfoliated graphene produced with different tech-
niques: PCA-G using 1-pyrenecarboxylic acid (PCA) (left) and NMP-G using 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP) (right). a,b) Low-magniﬁcation scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) micro-
graphs of decorated graphene ﬂakes. c,d) High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-
TEM) micrographs of ﬂake edges covered by platinum nanoparticles. e,f) Size distribution histogram
of the platinum nanoparticles synthesized on graphene. The distribution was ﬁtted by using the
Lorentz function, and the average diameter is reported in the inset.
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ure 3.14 e). Magnification of the sporadic platinumnanoparticles outside the graphene surface
show in both cases non-homogeneous distributions of size and shape due to aggregation of
the particles, emphasising the differences between nanoparticles on and outside the graphene
surface for the sample prepared with PCA (figure 3.14 c,f).
Figure 3.14: Comparison between platinum nanoparticles decoration of graphite platelets in the ab-
sence (a,b,c) and in thepresence (d,e,f) of 1-pyrenecarboxylic acid (PCA). a,d) Low-magniﬁcation scan-
ning transmission electron microscope (STEM) micrographs showing the very selective decoration.
b,e) High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) micrographs of platelets surfaces.
c,f) Morphology of the particles outside graphene, which are usually aggregated into clusters.
The results of the latter experiment seem to confirm the hypothesis, formulated byQian et
al., 118 that there is a direct electronic interaction between platinum atoms and graphene. Using
density functional theory (DFT) calculations, Qian and co-workers estimated the binding en-
ergy. The obtained value of 1.39 eV is not so strong so as to profoundly modify the electronic
structure of graphene; however, it is only slightlyweaker than a typical chemical bond and thus
sufficiently strong to selectively decorate the graphene sheets. These evidences suggest that the
presence of PCA does not have a significant effect on the binding energy between graphene
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and colloidal platinum; however, PCA does control the morphology of the nanoparticles and
favors their homogeneous dispersion on graphene surface. 147
3.3.4 Electrocatalytic performance towards hydrogen production
The electrochemistry of the two graphene composites prepared with the PCA-G and
NMP-G methods was investigated to test the catalytic activity towards the HER and to gain
further information on the properties of our materials. To characterize the two samples, we
drop-casted 100 mL of the aqueous suspensions on a screen-printed electrode (SPE) that was
used as theworking electrode andplaced at the bottomof an air-tight single-compartment cell,
described elsewhere. 148 A silver chloride electrode (Ag/AgCl) (3m) and a platinum spiral were
used as a reference and counter electrode, respectively; the potential of the Ag/AgCl electrode
was measured before and after every experiment with re- spect to a standard saturated calomel
electrode (SCE). Phosphate buffer solution at pH 6.8 was specifically prepared by commer-
cially available salts, saturated with argon before each measurement and kept under argon at
atmospheric pressure.
Figure 3.15: Comparison of the cyclic voltammetries (CVs) for the PCA-G Pt (green) and NMP-G Pt
(red) samples; potentials are referred versus a standard saturated calomel electrode (SCE). v = 0.05V
s 1, argon-saturated phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.8).
The effect of the exfoliating method on the electrochemistry of the platinum-
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functionalized graphene is shown in figure 3.15 and reflects what we observed by HR-TEM
micrographs shown in figure 3.11; the higher degree of exfoliation in the sample prepared
using the NMP-Gmethod gives rise to a composite material with better electronic properties
that result in a less resistive electron-transfer process at the electrode.
The activity towards the HER was evaluated for the best performing material, NMP-G
decorated with platinum nanoparticles (NMP-G Pt) and compared with the model system
NMP-G (without metal nano- particles). The cyclic voltammetries (CVs) are reported in fig-
ure 3.16 a. The catalytic cathodic current of NMP-G Pt clearly shows the high activity of this
material for HER, while the parent system NMP-G is inactive up to large overpotentials The
stability of the NMP-G Pt material was tested running a chronoamperometry experiment for
30minutes (figure 3.16 b), duringwhichwe applied a constant potential of -0.8V (versus SCE).
The cathodic current reaches the stationary state, and we do not observe any appreciable loss
of activity during the course of the measure.
Figure 3.16: a) Cyclic voltammetries (CVs) for the NMP-G Pt (red) against the graphene control sam-
pleNMP-G(red)potentials; are referredversusastandardsaturatedcalomelelectrode (SCE). v=0.05
V s 1, argon-saturated phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.8). b) Chronoamperometry experiment (30
min.) onNMP-GPt sample showing theCathodic current vs. time for theNMP-GPtmaterial. Applied
potential: -0.8V versus SCE.
Quantification of the catalytic efficiency of the graphene-based catalyst was performed by
the combination of chronoamperometric experiments carried out at various negative poten-
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tials (0.7, 0.8, 1.0V versusAg/AgCl; figure 3.17 a) and cyclic voltammetry. The experiments are
useful to extract some parameters essential to the calculation of the so-called turnover number
(TON;moles of product permoles of catalyst) and turnover frequencies (TOF;TONper time
unit).
Figure 3.17: a) Chronoamperometries for NMP-G Pt (red) andNMP-G (blue); potentials are referred
versus a standard saturated calomel electrode (SCE). b)integrated charges from the CA potential
steps for the NMP-G Pt (red line) and NMP-G (blue line) samples. Phosphate Buffer solution at
pH=6.8, v = 0.1 V/s, Ar saturated solution.
TON and TOF are defined by 3.9 and 3.10:
TON = QNMP GPtQNMP G
(3.9)
TOF = TONt (3.10)
Where :
• QNMP GPt is the integrated charge etracted from the chronoamperometry experiment
and related to the amount of evolved hydrogen (2H+ + 2e   ! H2) for the sample
NMP-G Pt (red crosses in Fig. 3.17 b).
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• QNMP G is the contribution of the carbon-based substrateNMP-G (blue crosses in Fig.
3.17 b).
• QPt is the charge referred to the electroactive platinum present in the composite and t
is the duration of the applied potential step.
The QPt factor is obtained by measuring the charges of the bi-electronic oxidation process
(Pt + H2O  ! PtO + 2e  + 2H+) that occurs at the surface of the platinum nanopar-
ticles upon application of a positive potential. By means of a cyclic voltammetry in acid and
oxidizing solution (H2SO4), shown in figure 3.18, the amount of electroactive catalyst can be
extracted. The integration of the broad peak in the potential region around +1.0 V gives a
value of the integrated charge of 5 μC and it is used as the normalizing factor QPt in the cal-
culation of the turnover number. Since both HER and Pt oxidation are bi-electronic process,
any further corrective factor has not been introduced in equation 3.9.
Figure 3.18: CV of the NMP-G Pt inH2SO4 0.05M. v = 0.05 V/s. The integration of the CV curve in
the potential window 0.7 V - 1.2 V gives a charge of 5μC
In this way, we were able to normalize the efficiencies for the amount of electroactive plat-
inum, having a precise quantification of the TON and TOF values in our experimental con-
dition (0.1m phosphate buffer solution, pH 6.8). The linear relationship between TOF and
overpotential (h) (figure 3.19 a) enables the extrapolation of the TOF0 value, the turnover fre-
quency at zero overpotential, which was proposed by Saveant and co-workers as an optimal
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way to describe the intrinsic catalytic activity of different electrocatalysts. 149
The TOF0 value of approximately 4600h 1 obtained for NMP-G Pt confirms the
efficiency of our system and the usefulness of this approach towards the realization of
high-performance carbon-based materials, functionalized with small amounts of active
catalyst (e.g., noble metals).
The lower turnover frequencies measured for the commercial Pt/C catalyst
(TOF0  1900h 1, phosphate buffer solution 0.1 M, pH 6.8) are probably due to a different
surface morphology for this material, which results in a relatively poorer accessibility to the
catalytic sites as compared with the graphene-platinum nanoparticle composite.
Figure 3.19: a) The linear relationship of turnover frequency (TOF) versus overpotential (η) forNMP-
G Pt (red triangles) and Pt/C (black dots); η is calculated as η = E   E0   Is  R, where E0is
the thermodynamic potential for theH+=H2 couple (vs SCE):E0(V) =  0:24   0:06  pH =
 0:64V and Is  R is the correction for the ohmic drop. b) Tafel plot for NMP-G Pt (red) and Pt/C
(black), v=2mVs 1
Support of this hypothesis could be found in aTafel analysis, which should be able to point
out some possible differences in the mechanism of the HER due to a different availability of
catalytic sites. However, Tafel plots of the low overpotential region for NMP-G Pt and Pt/C
give the same slope of 120 mV dec1 (figure 3.19 b), indicating the same reaction mechanism
in both cases. This suggests that the surface morphology does not control the HER mecha-
nism, but at the same time, theNMP-GPtmaterial is somehow able tomaximize the catalysis,
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probably due to the coupling of electronic effects between the platinum nanoparticles and the
graphene substrate.
3.3.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have investigated the role of the exfoliation technique on the electro-
chemical properties of an hybrid material based on graphene and platinum nanoparticles. We
adapted two conventional techniques to exfoliate graphene in order to perform the synthesis
of PtNps in aqueous environment and we studied the effect of 1-pyrene carboxylic acid as sta-
bilizing agent. We prepared therefore a graphene composite bymeans of an easy, low-cost and
reproducible procedure that involves an NMP-based exfoliation process, enabling the forma-
tion of two-layer graphene flakes (NMP-G) that were selectively functionalized with PtNps
(NMP-GPt). The electrochemical characterization of the material revealed that it is a promis-
ing electrocatalyst for the HER in light of its high frequencies of turnover; these values were
obtained thanks to the optimal dispersion of the platinum nanoparticles onto the graphene
substrate that enabled us to load the material with very small amounts of noble metal.
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Science never solves a problem without creating ten more.
George Bernard Shaw
4
Photoactive dendrimers for water
photoreduction: a scaffold to combine
sensitizer and catalyst
Here the synthesis of platinum nanoparticles templated by photoactive dendrimers is re-
ported. The system was characterised by photophysical and TEM analysis to get some in-
formation about the morphology and the interaction between chromophores and platinum
nanoparticles. Its efficiency towards the production of molecular hydrogen by water photo-
reduction was evaluated with the use of visible light and a sacrificial reagent. To the best of
our knowledge, this system is one of the few reported in literature based on dendrimers for
the water photoreduction, and the first one to combine sensitizer and catalyst into a singular
dendritic molecular scaffold.
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4.1 Water photoreduction: an overview
The water splitting reaction has been already discussed in chapter 3, together with
the thermodynamics of the hydrogen production. As already mentioned in the same chapter,
enabling a fuel economy based on hydrogen is a major challenge. In addition to the electro-
catalytic path, which requires the use of electricity, a more sustainable approach would be to
produce hydrogen from renewable energy sources, such as sunlight, which is beyond a doubt
one of the most available and widespread. It has been calculated that covering0.16% of the
land of the Earth with 10% efficient solar-conversion systems would provide 20 TWof power,
nearly twice the world’s consumption rate of fossil energy. 74
As already explained in chapter 3, the thermodynamic requirements for splitting water are
modest, being the Gibbs free energy of the endothermic barrier equal to237 kJ mol 1, cor-
responding to 1.23 V of electrochemical potential. In principle, any light source with a wave-
length lower than 1μm is able to promote the water dissociation with no further energy
input. Nevertheless, In contrast to what we observed for the electrocatalytic hydrogen pro-
duction, the photochemical reactions also depends on how efficiently photons are absorbed
and driven to the catalyst. Needless to say, water is not absorbing visible light, therefore the
reaction needs a photo-catalytic system to take place. This system takes care of three funda-
mental processes: 150
1. Solar light absorption by the light harvesting agent.
2. Redox potential generation due to charge separation and electron-hole transport.
3. Efficient enhancement of the Hydrogen evolution reaction and the Oxygen evolution
reaction kinetics by proper catalysts.
Therefore the photo-catalytic system efficiency is closely related to several properties of the
system components, such as (i) the absorption coefficient of the light harvester, (ii) the com-
petition between charge separation and charge recombination efficiency, (iii) the activity of
the catalyst in towards the reaction and (iv) the stability under working conditions to achieve
long-lived systems.
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According to the phase of the light absorbing specie and the catalyst, it is possible to dis-
tinguish between a pure heterogenous approach and an homogenous one or a hybrid het-
ero/homogenous approach.
In the pure heterogenous approach, a semiconductor with proper band alignment is typi-
cally used as light absorber and catalyst for both OER andHER. Usually, the semiconductors
used for this application are not good catalysts, therefore they can be coupled to a catalyst in
a photoelectrochemical cell 151 (Fig. 4.1 a) or in a micro-heterogeneus fashion 152 (Fig. 4.1 b). As
alreadymentioned in Chapter 3, one of the best catalyst material forHER is known to be plat-
inum. Again, the extremely high cost of the material represents the main bottleneck for the
use of platinum as bulk electrode in a photoelectrochemical cell and the issue is now addressed
by developing hybrid electrocatalytic materials as the graphene/Pt composite discussed in the
previous chapter. The absorption of the radiation and the charge separation in the heteroge-
nous system is usually handled by a semiconductor. The key points for these semiconductors
are the charge mobility and the levels of the conduction and valence bands which, as shown in
figure 4.1 c), has to be respectively more negative than the redox potential of H+/H2 (0 V vs.
NHE), and more positive than the redox potential of O2/H2O (+1.23 V), depending on the
product of interest.
This approach usually show very high efficiency and photostability, but the semiconduc-
tors used are often suffering from low absorption coefficient and scattering issues, therefore
an organic sensitizer is often employed to capture as much sunlight as possible. 153
A completely different approach is the homogeneous one, in which both the light har-
vester, called photosensitizer, and the catalyst are organic molecules or metal complexes able
to transfer holes or electrons from the excited state. As for the semiconductors, the match-
ing of the electrochemical potential of the sensitizer with the redox potential needed for water
photoreduction is fundamental. For instance, a typically employed sensitizer as [Ru(bpy)3]2+
is showing a relatively small oxidation and reduction potential at ground state (about 1.29 V vs
SCE for the reaction [Ru(bpy)3]3+ + e   ! [Ru(bpy)3]2+) but it becomes a potent oxidant
and reductant at the excited state (about -0.81V vs SCE for the reaction [Ru(bpy)3]3++e   !
[Ru(bpy)3]2+). 154
The best homogeneous catalysts are cobalt complexes 155, 156 but also other metal complexes
has been investigated, such asNickel 157 andMolibdenum. 158 This approach is surely intriguing
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Figure4.1: a)Photoelectrochemicalwater splitting cell usingaTiO2 photoanode, andb) a short-circuit
micro-heterogenousmodel with the same components. c) Band structure of illustrative semiconduc-
tors with respect to redox potential of HER andOER.
because of the possibility to tune the photophysics and the catalytic activity by introducing
new alternatives to photosensitizer and catalysts, though the efficiency and stability is not as
high as colloidal platinum dispersions.
4.1.1 Microheterogeneous approach
For this reason, an alternative approach could be based on exploiting on one side the
interesting and well known photophysics of organic and organometallic sensitizers and, on
the other side, the impressive catalytic activity of noble metals such as Platinum in a micro-
heterogenous approach. Figure 4.2 is showing the typical scheme of a micro-heterogeneous
water splitting system. It is possible to notice that the core of the system is the Photosensitizer
(PS) that, upon irradiation with a visible light source, moves to an excited state more oxidiz-
ing than the ground state. The excited photosensitizer is then able accept an electron from an
electron relaymolecule (R) which, in turn, transfers an electron to the colloidal catalyts for the
OER reaction. Then, the reduced Photosensitizer relaxes to the ground state by reducing a
second electron relay molecule and again, by transferring this electron to the HER catalyst we
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Figure4.2: a)Photoelectrochemicalwater splitting cell usingaTiO2 photoanode, andb) a short-circuit
micro-heterogenousmodel with the same components. c) Band structure of illustrative semiconduc-
tors with respect to redox potential of HER andOER. Energy levels of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ are reported for
comparison in red.
complete the catalytic cycle. Actually, the complete catalytic cycle is very tricky and hard to an-
alyze as it is, so often one of the semireaction is studied, as in our case the Hydrogen evolution
reaction, by replacing the oxidative path with a sacrificial donor.
The most relevant features influencing the efficiency of the overall catalytic cycle are:
• The reductive trapping must occur faster than radiative or nonradiative relaxation of
the sensitizer excited state.
• The sacrificial donor must be inexpensive and readily available.
• A robust catalyst for efficient evolution of hydrogen must be effective in trapping the
reduced relay.
• Each of the intermediate charge relays must be stable in both the oxidized and reduced
states so that the sensitizing dye can be multiply recycled.
Based on this pattern, several method have been developed and optimized, tuning either
the photosensitizer, the catalyst or one of the electron relays. The first efficient example was
proposed by Lenh and Sauvage in 1977, 159 using [Ru(bpy)3]2+ as sensitizer, Colloidal Pt as
catalyst for the hydrogen production andMethylviologen as electron relay. This system needs
also a sacrificial donor like triethanolamine, inorder to replace theoxydativepath and complete
the catalytic cycle. Since then, the system has been optimized in several ways, by studying
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different kind of photosensitizers, electron relays and sacrificial donors. The main drawbacks
has been pinpointed as the kinetics of the back electron transfer to the photosensitizer and
the limited stability of the electron relay, in addition to the low control on the synthesis of
the catalyst, i.e. colloidal platinum. Complex structures at the nanoscale could give rise to
new approaches to these issues, by providing nano-environments where the kinetics of the
catalytic cycle could be strongly altered.
4.1.2 Dendrimers for solar energy conversion
The control of microenvironments as a function of the size, the nature and the dis-
position of the organic functionalities can be achieved thanks to a particular kind of struc-
ture called dendrimer. Dendrimers are molecular architecture possessing controlled dendritic
branchingwith radial symmetry, resembling a tree-like structure. 160 The development of these
complex structures has its roots in the idea of a ”cascade” approach to synthesize branched
oligomers reported by Vögtle et al. in 1978, 161 exploiting multi-functional unities to obtain a
precise control on the size and the topology. The twomost widely studied dendrimer families
are the Fréchet-type 162 polyether based structures and the Tomalia-type 163 Polyamidoamine
dendrimers (called PAMAM or Starbust), but several different architectures have been pro-
posed based on transition metal complexes, 164 glycopeptides, 165 phenylene 166 or organosili-
con 167 building blocks. Dendrimer’s unique structure is based on three features:
1. A core, provided with three or more functionalities.
2. Interior layers of repeating units, again withmore than two functionalities each, called
generations (G).
3. An exterior surface functionality providing most of the chemical reactivity and solu-
bility to the dendrimer itself.
This particular architecture inspired an extremely wide variety of applications based on
dendrimers, 168 amongwhich the solar energy conversionplaysundoubtedly an important role.
Indeed the tuning of the dendrimers functionalities represents an elegant way to arrange sev-
eral photoactive molecules in a narrow space with a good degree of control, mimicking the
wonderful example of solar energy conversion provided us by the natural photosynthesis. In
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particular, the hierarchical shape of dendrimer’s architecture resembles the one of the photo-
synthetic system, where the solar radiation is absorbed by a series of peripheral antennae com-
plexes and transferred to the reaction center throughmultiple energy transfer processes. 169The
first example of light-harvesting dendrimers based on RuII and OsII polypyridine complexes
as building blocks was reported by Balzani and co-workers in the early ’90s; 164 after that, a
discrete number of similar systems, 170 has been designed in order to optimize the kinetics of
electronic processes from the core to the periphery of the dendrimer and vice versa. 171
The addition of a catalyst for the hydrogen production within the dendrimer architecture
opened the way to the photochemical production of hydrogen in such systems. The first
example has been proposed by Mihara et al. 172 by combining 20 photosensitizer units (ZnI-
mesoprophyrins) with natural hydrogenase in a single peptide denrimer-like structure in an
homogenous fashion. A microheterogeneous approach has been also investigated by encap-
sulating either Pt nanoparticles 173 or 2Fe2S clusters 174 in, respectively, PAMAM and Fréchet
type dendrimers and studying the kinetics of HER in a photosensitizer solution.
4.2 Pt nanoparticles templated by [Ru(bpy)3]2+ based Dendrimers
In this framework, there is no example of systems directly encompassing both photosen-
sitizer and heterogeneous catalyst into a single dendritic structure, in order to address several
issues that are affecting the efficiency of the micro-heterogeneous water photoreduction. In
particular Polyamidoamine (PAMAM or Starbust) dendrimers are known to spontaneously
complex Pt2+ ions in solution, and by reducing the platinum ions inside the dendrimer it is
possible to produce nanoparticles with an average size between 1 and 2 nm 175. 176 This results
in the maximization of the catalytic efficiency, as already discussed in Chapter 3, and it allows
to reduce the overall amount of platinum for equal efficiency. Moreover, by coupling the
dendrimers surface functionalities with the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complex (alreadymentioned as pho-
tosensitizer in the previous chapter) the diffusive encounter of photosensitizer and electron
relay is no more necessary, because the dendrimer is already ensuring the intimate contact be-
tween PS and catalyst. In addition to this, the light harvesting efficiency of the system is also
increased by the possibility of having multiple PS for each dendrimer, in our case up to 32.
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4.2.1 Syntesis of Platinum nanoparticles and optical properties
Figure 4.3: Scheme describing the synthetic paths
The outline of the synthetic procedure is reported in Figure 4.3. The system is constituted
by a fourth-generation polyamidoamine (PAPAM) dendrimer with 32 [Ru(bpy)3]2+  2Cl 
metal complexes at the periphery (hereafter referred to as RuPAMAM). The dendrimer was
kindly provided to us by Prof. Abruna, following the previosly reported procedure to couple
PAMAM dendrimers with polypyridyl complexes 177. 178
Thephotophysics ofRuPAMAMwere analyzedusingUV-vis absorption and fluorescence
spectroscopy in water environment (Fig. 4.4). The absorption spectrum of the dendrimer
shows the typical band centered at 288 nm corresponding to the ligand centered transition
(LC) and a band at 455 nmcorresponding to themetal-to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) tran-
sition. The emission band is identical in position and shape (λmax =620nm) to that of the free
[Ru(bpy)3]2+  2Cl  complex in H2O, but the emission quantum yield is half (0.014). This
quenching of the fluorescence QY is probably due to electron transfer from the the amine
moieties present in the skeleton of the dendrimer to the photoactive units.
The synthesis of the Platinum nanoparticles is following the same procedure described in
Chapter 3. PAMAM dendrimers are particularly interesting as a template for metal nanopar-
ticles, due to the spontaneous complexation of Pt2+ ions with the amine groups of the inner
skeleton. The complexation is generally followed by absorption spectra, due to the lack of
luminescent species, but in the case of RuPAMAM the luminescence of the Ru complex is
strongly influenced by the amine groups, therefore the complexation might have some effects
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Figure 4.4: Absorption (black) and emission (green) of RuPAMAM in H2O solution. For comparison,
the absorption spectrum of free [Ru(bpy)3]2+  2Cl  in the same solvent has been reported (red).
on this property. Indeed, by titrating a RuPAMAM solution in H2O with K2PtCl4 small
variations of the absorption spectrum were observed (Fig 4.5 a), consisting in a small decrease
of the MLCT band at 455 nm and the rising of a broad band increasing in the UV-region (at
wavelengths below 400 nm). More pronounced changes were observed in the emission spec-
tra upon excitation at an isosbestic point (λexc = 375 nm) shown in figure 4.5 b): the emission
intensity at 620 nm, related to the Ru complex, gradually decreases up to 80% upon adding
the Platinum salt. The increasing quenching could be ascribed to a new non-radiative process,
namely an energy or electron-transfer, between the 3MLCT band of the Ru complex and the
freshly formed Pt-amine complex. The titration reaches a plateau after 20 eq. of K2PtCl4
with respect to RuPAMAM concentration. Therefore, for the first time, the stoichiometry of
the Pt2+ complexation with the dendritic ligand was relatively easily followed through emis-
sion spectra.
After following the complexation, the synthesis of the platinumnanoparticles has beenper-
formed by chemical reduction of the Pt2+ with sodium borohydride (NaBH4). One equiv-
alent (with respect to Pt2+) of NaBH4 in water was added to a solution of RuPAPAM with
20 equivaltents of Pt2+ per dendrimer, in order to minimize the quantity of platinum ions
outside the dendrimers. A slight excess of NaBH4 was actually necessary due to the sponta-
neous reaction of NaBH4 with water, which is decreasing the efficiency of the reducing agent.
The solution was left under agitation for 24h and no sign of precipitation was observed. By
observing the absorption spectra shown in figure 4.6 a) before and after the reduction step, it
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Figure 4.5: a) Absorption spectra and b) emission spectra of a 1.47 ￿ 10 6Msolution of RuPAPAM in
H2O upon titration with K2PtCl4. The inset shows the normalized emission intensity changes at 620
nm (λexc = 375 nm).
is possible to notice no variation of the typical features of the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complex, meaning
that the photoactive unit is not affected by the addition of the reducing agent. At the same
time, a slight increase of the baseline is recorded, sensibly higher in the near-UV region, corre-
sponding to the scattering effect induced by the formation of the stabilized nanoparticles. 179
Figure 4.6: a) Absorption and b) emission spectra of RuPAMAM 1.47 ￿ 10 6M in H2O (black), after
addition of 20 eq of K2PtCl4 (red) and after reduction with NaBH4 (green).
As observed for the complexation, the emission spectra are much more influenced by the
reduction process. As shown by figure 4.6 b), upon adding NaBH4 to the RuPAMAM so-
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lution, the emission intensity is increasing partially restoring the initial emission intensity ob-
served before the addition of the Pt2+ complex. While the Pt2+ coordination to the amine
functionalities of the dendrimers was previously observed to quench the emission of the sur-
face [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complexes, the same is known not to be happening after the reduction of
platinum ions to nanoparticles. Therefore, by comparing the emission intensity of the Ru-
PAMAM after the reduction of Pt2+ with the one observed before the addition of the same
platinum ions, it is possible to estimate the number of amine coordinated Pt2+ ions reduced
by SodiumBorohydride, which was found to be40%. Hereafter, to indicate the systemRu-
PAMAM containing the platinum nanoparticles, the acronym RuPAMAM/PtNps will be
used.
4.2.2 Morphological and compositional characterization
Thedimensional,morphological and compositional analysis of the producednanoparticles
was performed by TEM and STEM-EDS. Details on the technique and the instrumentation
are reported in Appendix B. Figure 4.7 a) displays a STEM-HAADF micrograph in which,
being the contrast typically proportional to the atomic number, the Platinum nanoparticles
pop out very clearly as bright white dots. From STEM images the diameter distribution of
the platinum nanoparticles was extracted and the average value was found to be equal to 1.3
 0.3 nm, as reported in figure 4.7 b). It has to be noticed that the average value and the
polydispersity is lower compared to the one observed inChapter 3, due to the templating effect
exerted by PAMAM dendrimers. From the size distribution, an estimation of the number
of atoms per nanoparticles was performed, that is essential for the evaluation of the catalytic
activity of the nanoparticles towardswater photoreduction. The average radius obtained from
the HRTEM analysis is 0.65 nm, and assuming the nanoparticle as a sphere the volume is 1.15
x 10 21 cm3. Considering a density of the platinum of 21.45 g/cm3,a mass of 2.47 x 10 20 g can
be obtained, and the number ofmoles equal to n = 1.26 x 10 22 mol. Multiplying themoles by
theAvogadro’s number, the average number of platinum atoms per nanoparticles results in 76
Pt/Np. This value is definitely higher than the number of Pt atoms involved in the dendrimer
complexation and the reduction process, which was calculated to be20. This result suggests
that the particle formation involves at least the cooperation of three different dendrimers, not
much for the dimension but for average number of platinum per nanoparticle.
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Figure 4.7: a) STEM imageofRuPAMAMPtNpsonholey carbonﬁlmcopper grid. c)Histograms show-
ing the PtNps size distribution. b) HR-TEM image and fast Fourier transform d) of a single nanoparti-
cle.
TEM micrographs like the one displayed in figure 4.7 c), are showing quasi-spherical
nanoparticles that exhibit diffraction fringes confirming the composition of the nanoparticle
as pure platinum. Indeed the interplanar distances observed through the Fast Fourier
Transform of the TEM image (reported in figure 4.7 d) correspond to the one of metallic
Pt crystal lattice in the (1,0,1) direction. A more straightforward compositional analysis was
performed by coupling the STEM imaging techinque with EDS spectrum. Thanks to the
higher magnification of the STEM micrograph in figure 4.8 a), it is possible to notice both
the presence of the bright spots, corresponding to the Pt nanoparticles, and a lighter halo
surrounding the nanoparticles. From the low contrast of the halo, we can only say that the
atomic number must be lower than the one of platinum. By performing an EDS profile
along the orange line displayed on the same micrograph we obtained the graph reported in
figure 4.8 b), where the amount of Platinum and Ruthenium is increasing by moving along
the material, compared to the signal obtained on the substrate for the same two elements.
This means that the signal of Ruthenium is effectively located around the nanoparticles,
confirming the embedding of PtNps by RuPAMAM dendrimers. Furthermore, the halo
surrounding the nanoparticles is clearly much bigger than the expected diameter of a
single dendrimer, confirming the cooperative stabilization of multiple dendrimers for each
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Figure 4.8: a) STEM micrograph of a dendrimer aggregate including several platinum nanoparticles.
b) EDX proﬁle taken along the yellow line reported in panel a. c) EDX spectrum relative to the plat-
inum nanoparticle highlightedwith the red cross in panel a), corresponding to the point of the proﬁle
highlighted by the blue dashed line in panel b).
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nanoparticle.
4.2.3 Water photoreduction efficiency evaluation of RuPAMAM/PtNps
In order to evaluate the photocatalytic performance of the system towards water pho-
toreduction, the use of a sacrificial electron donor is mandatory. Ascorbic acid has been previ-
ously used to this aimwith success byBalzani et al. 180 and it is suitable to experiments in slightly
acid environment (pH 5). We performed the experiment at this specific pH value because of
several reasons, such as:
1. pH values lower than 5 may protonate the amine functionalities of PAMAM den-
drimers, thus determining the release of Pt nanoparticles and residual Pt2+ ions from
the core.
2. Being the thermodynamics of the HER strongly influenced by the pH value, too basic
pH increases the energy barrier for the reaction.
3. pH 5 is high enough for almost complete deprotonation of ascorbic acid (pKa = 4.17 at
298 K) to favor reductive quenching of the ruthenium(II) sensitizer.
The hydrogen evolution was studied upon continuous irradiation with visible light of an
argon-purged 1.6 μM aqueous solutions of RuPAMAM/PtNps at pH 5 in the presence of
0.1 M ascorbic acid and monitoring the gas phase of the reactor by GC. Details on the setup
are reported in Appendix C. A control experiment was performed in which the sensitizer was
added externally as [Ru(bpy)3]2+Cl2  H2O to a solution of Pt nanoparticles encapsulated
in non-functionalized PAMAM dendrimers. To do so, the same aforementioned synthetic
path to produce platinum nanoparticles was followed in presence of commercially available
PAMAM-OH dendrimers in water environment. After checking that the morphology of the
nanoparticles was consistent of the one of RuPAMAM/PtNps by TEM analysis, the water
photoreduction experiment was performed in a 2.1μMwater solution of PAMAM/PtNPs in
presence of 0.1M ascorbic acid at pH 5.
The performance of the two systems is reported in figure 4.9. It is evident how the ef-
ficiency of the RuPAMAM/PtNps system is strongly higher than the one observed for the
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systemwith decoupled catalyst and sensitizer. While for the last one the photocataytic activity
is almost zero in the whole time window, the RuPAMAM/PtNps show a steep increase in the
first 2 hours of experiment, and slowly reaches a plateau after 4 to 5 h of irradiation, achieving
up to 95 nmol of hydrogen. According to the calculation previously reported, 5 ml of a 1.6
μM RuPAMAM/PtNps solution corresponds to an overall average value of 1.51 nmol of Pt
nanoparticles. By simply dividing the amount of hydrogen produced for the concentration of
Pt nanoparticles, it is possible to estimate the turnover number of the photocatalytic process
equal to 63. The maximum rate of hydrogen production, calculated in the linear part of the
kinetic, is 67.2 nmol h 1, corresponding to a turnover frequency (TOF) of 44.5 h 1 per Pt
nanoparticle.
Although different experimental conditions were used, comparison of the hydrogen evolv-
ing activity with supramolecular systems involving a ruthenium(II) polypyridine dye and a
molecular catalyst shows that the present system displays TONs in line with those reported
for Ru/Pd (TON = 56 after 29 h of irradiation), 181 Ru/Rh (up to 60), 182 and Ru/Co (TON
= 105 after 15 h) 183 dyads and considerably higher with respect to that for a related Ru/Pt one
(TON = 4.8 after 10 h). 184
Figure 4.9: Photocatalytic hydrogen evolution obtained upon continuous visible irradiation of a pH 5
water solution containing 1.6 μMRuPAMAM/PtNps and 0.1M ascorbic acid (solid circles, solid line)
and 34 μM [Ru(bpy)3]2+Cl2  H2O, 2.1 μMPAMAM/PtNps, and 0.1M ascorbic acid (open circles,
dashed line).
This evidence seems to suggest that an intimate contact between the sensitizer and the cata-
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lyst is required for efficient hydrogen generation. In particular, the dendrimer scaffold seems to
act as a shield for thePt nanoparticles, likely preventing or at least limiting bimolecular electron
transfer to occur. Therefore, only when the ruthenium-(II) sensitizer is directly connected to
the catalytic site in the dendrimer supramolecule, electron transfer from the photo-generated
reduced sensitizer can take place as an intramolecular process, thus contributing to hydrogen
production.
Anyway, the mechanism behind the efficient photocatalytic cycle is not indipendent on
the nature of the sacrificial donor. Indeed the Pt nanoparticles confined in the PAMAMden-
drimers are not capable of quenching the 3MLCT excited state of [Ru(bpy)3]2+  2Cl , as ob-
served by the recovery of the ruthenium-based emission after the reduction of the platinum
precursor with NaBH4, as previously discussed. On the basis of previously reported homoge-
neous systems for hydrogen generation involving a ruthenium(II) trisbipyridine sensitizer and
ascorbic acid sacrificial donor, 185 hydrogen production is likely to take place by first bimolecu-
lar reductive quenching of the sensitizer moieties by the ascorbic acid donor, with a bimolec-
ular rate constant of about 107M 1 s 1. 186 This step may be then followed by intramolecular
electron transfer to the Pt nanoparticle catalyst for the HER reaction.
Figure 4.10: Comparison of absorption spectra before and after (5 h) irradiation of a pH5water solu-
tion containing 1.6 μMRuPAMAM/PtNps and 0.1M ascorbic acid.
The saturation of the photocatalytic activity after a relatively short time can be explained
by observing the absoprtion spectrum of the sensitizer after the irradiation. The comparison
of the spectra before/after photolysis (Figure 4.10) suggests that partial decomposition of the
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sensitizer occurs. This may be related to unproductive routes involving the photogenerated
reduced form of the sensitizer and competing with electron transfer to the Pt nanoparticles. 185
4.2.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have synthesized very small and monodisperse platinum nanoparticles
embedded in PAMAM dendrimers decorated by [Ru(bpy)3]2+ chromophores. The use of a
photosensitizer covalently coupled to the terminal functionalities of the dednrimer allowed us
to thoroughly follow the complexation and the reduction of PtII ions. The ruthenium com-
plex acts therefore as phosphorescent signaling units to estimate the number of platinum ions
hosted and photosensitizers in the light-induced water reduction process in the presence of a
sacrificial electron donor. The advantage of using photoactive dendrimers is the possibility to
easily replace the catalyst hosted in the supramolecular structure, 174 and, because of the versa-
tility of the dendrimer chemistry, also the photo-and redox properties can be tailored by cou-
pling different sensitizers. Up to our knowledge, this is the first example of a system in which
both photosensitizer and catalyst are anchored to a unique dendritic structure. We hope that
this study will provide a innovative approach in the development of artificial photosynthesis
based on intra-molecular processes by using photoactive dendrimers.
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5
Conclusion
The trait d’union of this thesis has been to catch and take advantage of the peculiar properties
of a wide class of cutting-edge nano-materials in different energy conversion applications. The
interesting properties of these materials, such as graphene, silicon nanocrystals and platinum
nanoparticles, have been proved to provide a substantial contribution to different applica-
tions, from photovoltaics to hydrogen production.
In the first part of the thesis, the light harvesting in pyrene functionalized silicon nanocrys-
tals has been discussed, suggesting an original approach to successfully increase the absorption
properties of these nanocrystals. Moreover, the interaction of these nanocrystals with carbon
allotropes has been studied, in order to give a deeper insight on the charge and energy extrac-
tion, preparing the way to implement SiNCs as active material in optoelectronic devices and
photovoltaic cells. Finally, the luminescence of SiNCs has been exploited to increase the ef-
ficiency of conventional photovoltaic cells by means of two innovative architectures. Specifi-
cally, SiNCs has been used as luminescent downshifting layer in dye sensitized solar cells, ob-
serving an increase of the efficiency of the cell upon the addition of a nanocrystal layer. In
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addition to this, SiNCs have shown to be very promising as light emitters in luminescent solar
concentrators thanks to the good quantum yield, the photophysical tunability and the high
Stokes-shift that allows to minimize the re-absoprtion issue that is affecting most of the com-
monly used fluorophores.
The second part of the thesis focused on the production of hydrogen by platinum
nanoparticles coupled to either electro-active or photo-active materials. Within this context,
the electrocatalytic activity of platinum nanoparticles supported on exfoliated graphene has
been studied, preparing an high-efficiency catalyst and disclosing the role of the exfoliation
technique towards the catalytic activity. Furthermore, platinum nanoparticles have been
synthesized within photoactive dendrimers, providing the first proof of concept of a
dendrimer-based photocatalytic system for the hydrogen production where both sensitizer
and catalyst are anchored to a single scaffold.
With thework carried out and discussed in this thesis, we hope to provide a significant con-
tribution to the investigation of the properties of innovative nano-materials for energy con-
version. We believe that the reported systems will play an important role in the development
of new techniques for a more efficient and widespread exploitation of renewable energies.
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A
Photophysical characterization
All solution phase experiments were performed at room temperature in 1 cm optical path
quartz cuvettes; high purity Uvasol® solvents were used. Experiments in de-oxygenated at-
mosphere were performed in amodified quartz cuvette providedwith vacuummanifold com-
patible stopcock and PTFE valve. Freeze-pump-thaw cycle is performed reaching an internal
pressure lower than 1x10 7 mbar thanks to a diffusive pump.
A.1 Electronic absorption spectra
Electronic absorption spectra have been registered by UV/Vis double beam spectropho-
tometer Perkin Elmer® Lambda 650, using a quartz cuvette filled with pure solvent as refer-
ence. The instrumental setup is schematized in figure A.1 a). This kind of measure indenti-
fies electronic transition of molecules from their fundamental state, called S0 to excited states;
moreover, it is possible to measure the molar absorption coefficient ( ε [M 1cm 1] through
the Lambert-Beer equation:
A = εbc (A.1)
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Where A is the absorbance (adimensional); b is the optical path length (in cm) and c is the
molar concentration of the sample.
Figure A.1: a) Spectrophotometer scheme where S=light source (a tungsten lamp operates between
900 and 320 nm, while an Hydrogen one works between 320 and 190 nm); M=monochromator
(diffraction grating); C= Sample; rif= reference; R= detector (photo-multiplier tube) ch=chopper;
Sp= mirrors; CPU= computer. b) Spectroﬂuorimeter scheme. S=light source (Xe 2μs pulsed lamp);
M=monochromators (diffraction grating); C= Sample; R1= reference detector to correct lamp emis-
sion; R2 = detector (photo-multiplier tube) ch=chopper; CPU= computer
A.2 Emission and excitation spectra
Emission and excitation spectra in theUV-Vis regionhavebeen registeredbyPerkinElmer®
LS55 spectrofluorimeter, which optical scheme is represented in figure A.1 b). This instrument
is able to detect radiative transitions between an excited state (usually lowest energy one) to the
ground state. Moreover, tuning the delay time and between lamp pulse and detection and the
gate interval, fluorescence and phosphorescence may be splitted and recognized.
Emission spectra are characterized by a fixed excitation wavelength, while emission
monochromator scans emission wavelenghts; excitation spectra, on the opposite, are taken
fixing an emission wavelength but tuning excitation ones. Furthermore, a correct excitation
spectra must be registered on the so-called linearity interval, that means the sample solution
must have to show Absorbance under 0.1 in the whole absorption spectrum, be-cause only
for little values of absorbance the dependence of the emission intensity can be approximated
as linear.
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Emission spectra in the NIR region were also registered on a Edimburgh F900 spectroflu-
orimeter by means of a high sensitivity Ge detector equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooling
system. The signal acquisition is performed by a lock-in amplifier connected to a chopper in
order to maximize the signal to noise ratio.
A.2.1 Fluorescence correction on the absorption
The fluorescence intensity registered with a spectrofluorimeter is intrinsically a relative
value, because no reference signal is available. Exploiting the relation between Absorbance
and Transmittance, it is possible to define the emission intensity Iem as a function of the
incident light I0 and the absorbance of the sample:
Iem = I0(1  10 A) (A.2)
If the emission intensity of a sample containing an absorbing quenching specie has to be com-
pared with the emission intensity of the same sample in absence of that specie, its value has
to be normalized on the amount of light absorbed by the emitting specie, because part of the
incident light is subtracted by the quenching specie. This correction can be made by applying
of the following relation:
Icorr =
Imix
I0
Amix
A0
1  10 A0
1  10 Amix (A.3)
Wheremix stands for themixture of emitting specie and quencher while 0 stands for the emit-
ting specie in absence of the quencher.
A.3 Photoluminescence quantum yield evaluation
The photoluminescence quantumyield is defined as the ratio between the number of emit-
tedphotons and thenumberof absorbedphotonsϕ = IemIabs
. This value canbemeasured either
with an absolutemethod or a relativemethod, using species with a knownϕ as reference. Here
the two methods are briefly described:
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A.3.1 Absolute Quantum yield
The Absolute Quantum yield is measured in a conventional spectrofluorimeter provided
with an integrating sphere (Spectraflect® BaSO4 internal layer, 96-98% reflectance between
300-2400 nm, 4” diameter) by means of the De Mello method. 187 This method consists in
registering 5 spectra of the sample in different conditions:
• A1 - Emission spectrum at the excitation wavelength of the blank (no sample).
• B1 - Emission spectrum at the excitation wavelength of the sample away from the excit-
ing beam.
• B2 - Emission spectrum of the sample away from the exciting beam.
• C1 - Emission spectrum at the excitation wavelength of the sample hit by the exciting
beam.
• C2 - Emission spectrum of the sample hit by the exciting beam.
The quantum yield, or external quantum efficiency (EQE) is then calculated by comparing
the emission intensities with the following formula, after taking into account the correction
for the detector response and for the transmittance of the cutoff used during themeasurement:
η = C2   (1 A)B2A1A (A.4)
Where A is equal to (1   C1B1 ). The η of samples emitting in the NIR region was calculated
by normalizing the different response of the Visible and NIR detector by means of a stan-
dard emitting in the spectral region between 700-900 nm (e.g. HITCI as showed in the next
paragraph).
A.3.2 Relative Quantum yield
The relative quantumyield of a luminescent specie canbemeasuredbypreparing a solution
of the sample and a solution of the reference with similar absorbance at the chosen excitation
wavelength. The ϕ value can be exctracted by the following equation: 188
ϕ = ϕref
I
I0
A0
A
n2
n20
(A.5)
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Where I is the integrated emission intensity of the sample over a chosen spectrum interval,
I0 is the integrated emission intensity of the luminescent standard over the same spectrum
interval,A is the absorbance of the sample at the excitation wavelength,A0 is the absorbance
of the standard at the same excitation wavelength, n and n0 the refractive index of respectively
the sample and the standard solvents. The choice of the reference is related to the excitation
wavelength, the emission interval and the expected value of quantum yield. 189 In Chapter 1
and 2, the ϕ of SiNCs was calculated using two different standards, depending on the size of
the nanocrystal:
• for the 3 nm size nanocrystals, Ru(bpy)2+3  2Cl  in air-equilibrated water was used as
reference ( ϕ=0.040 190).
• for the 3 nm size nanocrystals, 1,1’,3,3,3’,3’-hexamethylindotricarbocyanine iodide
(HITCI) in air-equilibrated ethanol was used as standard (ϕ=0.30 191).
A.4 Ecited state lifetime measurement
A.4.1 Nanosecond range
Thenanosecond range lifetimes have beenmeasuredwith the Single photon counting tech-
nique on a Edimburgh Instruments F900 Single photon counting spectrofluorimeter. The
instrument setup is reported in figure A.2. For a typical measurement, each pulse emitted by
the light source starts a time cycle whose duration is selected a priori and always lies within two
consecutive pulses. The stop detector, usually a high gain photomultiplier or a microchannel
plate, displays an electric signal when hit by the first (unique) photon; this pulse stops the
time cycle initiated by the start signal; then the detector quits until a subsequent start signal
begins a new excitation-emission cycle. The final electronic system incorporates twoConstant
FractionDiscriminators (CFD), aTime-to-AmplitudeConverter (TAC), and aMulti-Channel
Analyzer (MCA). The two CFD, one for start and one for stop signal, do not allow the cycle
to be considered when one of the two signals (mainly the stop) do not reach a treshold value,
in order to reduce dark current effects. The TAC is the heart of the instrumentation and it
works like a stopwatch: the TACmeasures, within a single excitation-emission cycle, the time
difference between the stop and the start signals, i.e. the delay between the exciting photons
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Figure A.2: Single Photon counting spectroﬂuorimeter scheme.
(start signal) and the single photon causing the stop signal. Finally MCA receives the time de-
lay fromTAC and organizes them in a plot showing the number of times that a single photon
is seen by the detector at a given interval of Δt. The emission slits have to be tuned in order
to ensure a stop/start signals ratio is equal to 0.02, in order to provide each photon with the
same probability to be seen independently of the emission moment.
A.4.2 Microsecond range
The microsecond range lifetimes have been registered with the gated sampling method on
a conventional spectrofluorimeter. This method is based onmeasuring the emission intensity
of the sample at an increasing delay with respect to the excitation. The temporal resolution of
the technique is depending on the delay time and the gate of each intensity acquisition. For
a conventional SiNCs sample, the delay is set to 10 μs and the gate time is 40 μs in order to
increase the signal intensity.
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B
Structural and morphological
characterization
B.1 Scanning electron microscope
The SEM images displayed inChapter 1were recorded by aZeiss LeoGemini 1530 equipped
a Schottky emitter and a high efficiency in-lens electron detector. The instrument is operated
at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV inorder tomaximize themorphological contrast of thinnano-
materials. The samples are supported on a conventional SEM stub and sticked with carbon
tape to ensure a good electrical contact.
B.2 Transmission electron microscope
HR-TEM and STEM-HAADF micrographs were recorded on a FEI Tecnai F20T TEM
equipped with a Schottky emitter and operated at 120kV to minimize beam induced damage
in low atomic weight materials. The TEM is provided with a Gatan MSC794 CCD camera,
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Fischione High Angle Annular Dark Field STEM detector and double tilt specimen holder.
Compositional analysis of the samples is possible thanks to an attached EDAX EDS X-ray
spectrometer PV9761 with Super Ultra thin window. The information limit provided by this
instrumental setup is equal to 0.14 nm, while the point resolution in TEM mode (Scherzer
defocus) is equal to 0.24 nm and the one in STEM mode is 0.19 nm. Figure B.1 displays the
Figure B.1: Schematic representation of a TEM column in different workingmodes.
different optical setups employed to obtain a) selected area diffraction (SAD or SAED), b)
high resolution micrographs (HR-TEM or HREM) and scanning transmission micrographs
(STEM). Further details on the theory of the TEM working modes can be found in. 192 The
samples are usually prepared by drop casting of few drops of the sample solution on carbon
coated copper TEM grids. The shape of the carbon film is chosen depending on the expected
size and shape factor of thematerial of interest. The solvent is then removedby vacuumpump-
ing the grid or, when thematerial is not heat sensitive, by rapid heating over the solvent boiling
point.
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B.3 AFM and KPFM
The AFM and KPM measurements were performed using an AFM Enviroscope system
fromVeeco Instruments (now Bruker), equipped with Pt-coated tips (ANSCM-PT , Applied
Nanostructures), with a tip radius at the apex below 20 nm. KPM was implemented using
a PLLproII controller from RHK Technology. We used a double modulation scheme, me-
chanically oscillating the cantilever at its first (fundamental) resonance (around 55 kHz, tip-
dependent) for topography imaging, while the second resonance (410 kHz) was used for
electrostatic modulation, as previously described. 193 Both topography and surface potential
(CPD) were measured simultaneously, in a single pass. We did not use a double-pass tech-
nique, since preliminary experiments showed worsening of the lateral resolution when using
lift mode. The amplitude of the AC modulation was 0.5 V. Both the nulling bias and the AC
modulation were applied to the sample, and therefore the tip-sample contact potential differ-
ence CPD equals the nulling bias.
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C
Supplementary techniques and
characterization
C.1 H-NMR and ESI-MS characterization of pyrene derivatives
1H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectra were recorded on Varian INOVA 400 (400 MHz) spec-
trometers. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm using tetramethylsilane as the internal ref-
erence standard. Data are reported as follows: chemical shift, multiplicity (s = singlet, d =
doublet, t = triplet, q = quartet, br = broad, m = multiplet), coupling constants (Hz).LC-
electrospray ionization mass spectra were obtained with an Agilent Technologies MSD1100
single-quadrupole mass spectrometer.
C.1.1 1-(allyloxymethyl)pyrene characterization
1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ:8.38 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 1H); 8.23-8.20 (m, 2H); 8.17-8.13 (m,
2H); 8.08-8.03 (m, 4H); 6.21-6.14 (m, 1H); 5.51 (dd, J1 = 1.6 Hz, J2 = 1.6 Hz, 1H); 5.39 (dd, J1 =
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1.6 Hz, J2 = 1.6 Hz, 1H); 5.24 (s, 2H); 4.25-4.23 (m, 2H).
13C-NMR (100MHz, CDCl3) δ:134.9, 131.4; 131.3; 131.2; 130.8; 129.2; 127.6; 127.4; 127.3; 126.8;
125.8; 125.2; 125.1; 124.9; 124.7; 124.5; 123.3; 117.3; 71.2, 70.6.
ESI-MS : 232 [M-Cl3Hl5]+
C.1.2 1-((undec-10-enyloxy)methyl)pyrene characterization
11H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 8.41 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 1H); 8.24-8.20 (m, 2H); 8.19-8.14 (m,
2H); 8.10-8.04 (m, 4H); 6.02-6.04 (m, 1H); 5.23 (s, 2H); 5.08 (d, J = 17.2 Hz, 1H); 5.03 (d, J
= 10.4, 1H); 3.64 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 2H); 2.13-2.07 (m, 2H); 1.75- 1.69 (m, 2H); 1.42-1.40 (m, 4H);
1.53-1.30 (m, 8H).
13C-NMR (100MHz, CDCl3) δ: 139.0, 131.7; 131.1; 131.0; 130.6; 129.1; 127.3; 127.2; 127.0; 126.6;
125.6; 124.9; 124.7; 124.6; 124.2; 123.3; 114.0; 71.2; 70.3; 33.7; 29.7; 29.4; 29.3; 29.0; 28.2; 26.1.
ESI-MS : 407 [M +Na]; 215 [M- Cl11Hl21O ]+
C.2 ATR FT-IR characterization of SiNCs
TheATRFT-IR spectra (400-4000 cm 1)were recordedusing aBrukerAlphaFT-IR spec-
trometer with an ATR (attenuated total reflectance) attachment. Samples were prepared by
drop casting from CHCl3 dispersions, followed by vacuum drying.
C.3 XPS characterization of SiNCs
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopywas performed on aKratosXPS spectrometer equipped
with a charge neutralizer and 180° hemispherical electron energy analyzer. XPS samples were
prepared by dropcasting Si nanocrystals onto ITO coated glass substrates and degassed at 10 7
Torr for 1 day prior to analysis. XPS data were internally standardized with respect to the O1s
peak position (530 eV).
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C.4 XRD characterization of SiNCs
X-ray Diffractogram were recorded using a Bruker-Nonius D8 Advance diffractometer.
Passivated SiNCs samples were prepared by depositing 5 mg of dried sample on a quartz sub-
strate. XRD spectra of freshly etched Si nanocrystals were registered by rapidly depositing the
nanocrystals collected by centrifuagation from the etching solution tominimize the oxidation
of the nanocrystals prior to the measurement.
C.5 Electrical characterization of solar cells
The current-potential curves for thephotovoltaic cells reported inChapter 2were registered
by irradiating the cell with anABET2000 solar simulator at AM 1.5G (100mWcm 2) coupled
to a Keithley® 2400 SourceMeter. The current density (J) is obtained by dividing the current
produced by the measured active area of the cell. The short circuit current Jsc is defined as the
current density at V=0, while the open circuit voltage Voc is corresponding to the maximum
potential reached by the cell (at J=0). ThePCE is calculated by applying the following relation:
η = PmaxPin
(C.1)
Where η is the Photon to Current Efficiency (PCE),Pmax is themaximumpower generated
by the cell, defined as the highest value reached for the product Pmax = J x V, and Pin is the
incident power related to the light source.
C.6 Hydrogen Evolution experiments
The hydrogen evolution experiments described inChapter 4were carried out upon contin-
uous visible light irradiationwith a 175W xenonCERMAXarc-lamp (cut-off filter at 400 nm)
of a reactor (a 10 mm path length pyrex glass cuvette with head space obtained from a round-
bottom flask) containing the solution. The measuring cell is sealed during the photoreaction:
the head to which cell is attached has indeed four ports, closed with Swagelok connections,
two of them are part of a closed loop involving GC gas inlet and sample vent in order to an-
alyze head space content without an appreciable gas consumption, and the other two are for
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the degassing procedure (input and output).
The gas phase of the reaction vessel was analyzed on anAgilent Technologies 490microGC
equipped with a 5 molecular sieve column (10 m), a thermal conductivity detector, and us-
ing Ar as carrier gas. 5 mL from the headspace of the reactor are sampled by the internal GC
pump and 200 nL are injected in the columnmaintained at 60C for separation and detection
of gases. The unused gas sample is then reintroduced in the reactor in order to minimize its
consumption along the whole photolysis. The amount of hydrogen was quantified through
the external calibration method.
This procedure was performed, prior to analysis, through a galvanostatic (typically 1 mA)
electrolysis of a 0.1 MH2SO4 solution in an analogous cell (same volume) equipped with two
Pt wires sealed in the glass at the bottom of the cell. A 100% faradaic efficiency was assumed
leading to a linear correlation between the amount of H2 evolved at the cathode and the elec-
trolysis time. Hydrogen Evolution Experiments. In a typical experiment, samples of 5 mL
were prepared in 20 mL scintillation vials by mixing the RuPAMAM/PtNps solution with
ascorbic acid. The pH was then regulated at the desired value upon addition of few droplets
of a 5 MNaOH solution. The solution was then put in the reactor, degassed by bubbling Ar
for 30 min, and thermostated at 15C. The cell was then irradiated under continuous vigor-
ous stirring of the solution. The gas phase of the reaction was analyzed through GC and the
amount of hydrogen quantified.
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